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N O T I C E  
T H I S  D O C U M E N T  H A S  B E E N  R E P R O D U C E D  F R O M  T H E  
B E S T  C O P Y  F U R N I S H E D  U S  B Y  T H E  S P O N S O R I N G  
A G E N C Y .  A L T H O U G H  I T  I S  R E C O G N I Z E D  T H A T  C E R -  
T A I N  P O R T I O N S  A R E  I L L E G I B L E ,  I T  I S  B E I N G  R E -  
L E A S E D  I N  T H E  I N T E R E S T  O F  M A K I N G  A V A I L A B L E  
A S  M U C H  I N F O R M A T I O N  A S  P O S S I B L E .  
The Numerical Solution of Ordinary 
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I. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
The Taylor series method [ l l  has  long been regarded a s  
an e f f i c i e n t  procedure f o r  so lv ing  systems o f  o r d i n a r y  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ions .  F requen t ly ,  it i s  necessary  t o  
a l g e b r a i c a l l y  manipulate  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  system i n t o  an 
equ iva l en t  system. The Taylor  c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  t h i s  modi- 
f i e d  system may be simply w r i t t e n .  However, t h e  r equ i r ed  
modi f ica t ion  i s  a  t e d i o u s  and e r r o r  prone t a s k  f o r  a l l  b u t  
t h e  s imp les t  systems. For t h i s  reason ,  t h e  Taylor series 
method has  o f t e n  been excluded by numerical  a n a l y s t s  from 
cons ide ra t ion  a s  a  g e n e r a l  purpose i n t e g r a t o r .  
I n  Moore [21,  t h e  procedures  f o r  r e c a s t i n g  a  system, 
which i s  r e d u c i b l e  t o  a r a t i o n a l  form, have been desc r ibed  
i n  d e t a i l .  Bar ton,  Willers, and Zahar 131 d e s c r i b e  techniques  
f o r  automat ic  s t e p  l e n g t h  p r e d i c t i o n ,  l o c a l  e r r o r  e s t i m a t i o n ,  
and f o r  choosing t h e  proper  number o f  terms i n  t h e  series. 
The au tho r s  a l s o  i nc lude  a  comparison o f  t h e  Taylor  s e r i e s  
method wi th  t h e  f o u r t h  o r d e r  Runge-Xutta method [4] and t h e  
Bul i rsch-Stoer  r a t i o n a l  e x t r a p o l a t i o n  method [ 5 ] .  For a  
wide range o f  accu racy ,  it was found t h a t  t h e  Bul i r sch-Stoer  
method g e n e r a l l y  r e q u i r e d  f i v e  t imes  t h e  amount o f  computing 
t ime,  and t h e  f a c t o r  f o r  t h e  Runge-Kutta method v a r i e d  from 
f i v e  t o  one hundred. 
A method f o r  t h e  au tomat ic  r educ t ion  of a r b i t r a r y  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  systems i s  descr ibed  i n  Bar ton,  W i l l e r s ,  and 
Zahar [6]. A l s o  p r e sen ted  i s  a procedure  t o  g e n e r a t e  t h e  
computer r o u t i n e  which e v a l u a t e s  t h e  Taylor  s e r i e s  coeff i r !  
c i e n t s  o f  t h e  reduced system. The system reduc t ion  and pro- 
gram gene ra t ion  a r e  analogous t o  t h e  o u t p u t  from a  compiler ,  
and t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ions  and i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  a r e  t r e a t e d  
as s imple  language s t a t emen t s  t h a t  a r e  i n p u t  t o  t h e  "compiler".  
The p a r t i c u l a r  implementation i n  [ f i j  i s  an interactive pm- 
gram w r i t t e n  f o r  t h e  A t l a s  2 computer i n  Cambridge, England. 
The t a r g e t  language is A t l a s  machine language code. 
I n  t h i s  paper ,  an implementation a l lowing  wider usage 
i s  p re sen ted .  The "compiler" is w r i t t e n  i n  P L / I ,  and t h e  
t a r g e t  language i s  F o r t r a n  I V .  I n  Sec t ion  11, t h e  reduc t ion  
o f  a  d i f f e r e n t i a l  system t o  r a t i o n a l  form i s  desc r ibed  
a long  w i t h  t h e  procedures  r e q u i r e d  f o r ' a u t o m a t i c  numerical 
i n t e g r a t i o n .  I n  Sec t ion  111, t h e  Taylor  s e r i e s  method i s  
compared wi th  t h e  Bul i rsch-Stoer  method and wi th  t h e  
Nordsieck v e r s i o n  of t h e  Adams p r e d i c t o r - c o r r e c t o r  method 
[ 7 ]  f o r  a  number of d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ions .  
I n  Sec t ion  I V ,  a lgor i thms  us ing  t h e  Taylor  s e r i e s  method 
t o  f i n d  t h e  ze roes  o f  a  g iven d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ion  and t o  
e v a l u a t e  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s  a r e  p re sen ted .  
Sec t ion  V d i s c u s s e s  t h e  PL/I implementation of t h e  
Barton et al. algorithm. Appendix A contains an annotated 
listing of the PL/ I  program which performs the reduction and 
code generation. Included in Appendix B are listings of the 
Fortran routines used by the Taylor series method. Finally, 
Appendix C has a compilation of all the recurrence formulas 
used to generate the Taylor coefficients for non-rational 
functions which may appear in the defining system of 
equations. 
11. The Taylor Series Method 
Consider the following differential system 
where the fi are rational functions. To apply the Taylor 
series method to this system, the Taylor coefficients for 
the expansion about the point t =a are computed. The de- 
0 
pendent variabies y are then evaluated at t=tl, with i 
a j 
y. (t ) = I  d yi(to) (tl-to) j 1 1  j =o 
dt7 j! 
The value to is now replaced by tl and the p: xess repeated 
until the yi at the value tl=b are evaluated 
Initially, it may appear that the applicability of the 
method only to differential systems involving rational 
functions is a severe limitation on the usefulness of the 
..-,. methnd. IIn?"?everj functions s n ~ h  zs sin, C C S ,  exp, ctc., uLr 
solutions of rational differential systems. Consequently, 
a large class of solutions of non-rational differential 
systems have equivalent representations as solutions of 
rational differential systems. 
To illustrate this point, the function y satisfying the 
differential equation 
may be written as the function ul in the system 
L 
u2 u3 where u2=sin (ul) , u3=cos (ul), u =e ,u =e . 4 5 
To obtain the canonical system equivalent to (2.4), auxil- 
iary variables are introduced so that each equation in tkie 
canonical system represents a single operation of either 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division. Once the 
canonical system has been generated and the order of evalua- 
tion determined, it is a simple task for the computer to pro- 
duce the formulas for the coefficients. 
In the implementation of the method it is important to 
determine how to best evaluate expressions of the form 
1 d'yi (t where y. (j) (t ) =  - 
1 0 0 .  j: ,tj 
Also,  it i s  necessary  t o  dec ide  whether jmax should be  a 
c o n s t a n t  va lue  over  t h e  i n t e r v a l  of i n t e g r a t i o n  o r  whether 
j should be  changed a t  each i n t e g r a t i o n  s t e p .  Other 
max 
q u e s t i o n s  involve  t h e  procedure f o r  vary ing  s t e p  l e n g t h  and 
t h e  method of e s t i m a t i n g  l o c a l  t r u n c a t i o n  e r r o r .  
I t  was found f o r  a number of t e s t  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s ?  
i n c l u d i n g  t h o s e  i n  Sec t ion  111, t h a t  Horner ' s  method [ 8 ]  f o r  
e v a l u a t i n g  (2 .5 )  proved t o  be  t h e  most e f f i c i e n t .  Horner ' s  
method a p p l i e d  t o  ( 2 . 5 )  i s  g iven  by 
b) yi(t l1=yi 
f o r  j=j  -1,. .. ,0 
max 
R e l a t i v e  e r r o r  i n  t h e  Taylor  series s o l u t i o n  i s  con- 
t r o l l e d  by methods analogous t o  t hose  commonly used f o r  o t h e r  
mL,. :-L -.---- 7 - - . - - - % I -  discrete i~ t - , - ; rz t=rz .  LL., 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ G I I Y L I I  is v a r i e d  from s t e p  
t o  s t e p  i n  o r d e r  t o  y i e l d  a  l o c a l  r e l a t i v e  t r u n c a t i o n  e r r o r  
l e s s  t han  some p r e s e t  e r r o r  bound. The e r r o r  t e r m  r e s u l t i n g  
from t h e  t r u n c a t i o n  t o  jmax t e r m s  of  t h e  Taylor  series f o r  
y i ( t l )  expanded about  to is  
Thus, a  l o c a l  r e l a t i v e  e r r o r  bound of E r e q u i r e s  t h a t  t h e  
s t e p  l e n g t h  h=t l - to  s a t i s f y  
y i ( t o )  f o r  y i ( t  ) = 0 
m a x +  < 1 : N . =  o h 
- 
+ l )  (to) 1 i f o r  y i ( t o )  = 0 
wh ye i ries over  t h e  set o f  i n d i c e s  f o r  which 7 7 max +YB ( jmax+l) 
Y i ( t o ) + o .  If yi ( t o ) = O  f o r  a l l  i ,  then  h  i s  
s e t  t o  s t e p  t o  t h e  end of t h e  range.  
For t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ions  cons idered  i n  Sec t ion  111, 
t h e  f i x e d  jmax which proved t o  be  most e f f i c i e n t  was equa l  t o  
t h e  number o f  s i g n i f i c a n t  decimal d i g i t s  c a r r i e d  by t h e  
computer. This  was a l s o  found t o  be t r u e  f o r  t h e  equa t ions  
t e s t e d  i n  [ 6 ] .  For many problems where l a r g e  f u n c t i o n a l  
changes occur  over t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  i n t e r v a l ,  and computation 
t ime i s  c r i t i c a l ,  a  v a r i a b l e  jmax may produce a ve ry  e f f i c i e n t  
procedure.  For a  f u r t h e r  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  numerical  i n t e g r a t i o n  
methods which a r e  opt imized by changing t h e  o r d e r  a t  each 
s t e p ,  see [ 91  and [ l o ] .  
111. Comparison 
An age old problem confronting numerical analysts is 
the generation of effective procedures for the comparison of 
computational methods. It is virtually impossible to include 
such characteristics as simplicity of method, implementation 
effort, reliability, and efficiency in a conclusive evaluation. 
Almost all comparisons of numeeical integrators are made 
solely on the basis of efficiency - usually measured by the 
number of integration steps or the computer time required 
to obtain solutions of equal accuracy. 
With third generation machines, the concurrent execution 
of programs, and optimizing compilers, the computer time 
required for solution is subject to wide fluctuations. These 
fluctuations are often of the same order of magnitude as the 
computation times being measured. Also, during the computa- 
A:-.- LL-.-- 
c r v l r r  u l t z l t z  is an ovri-iied ciidrge incurred when index regis- 
ters are saved, arguments are passed, and loops are generated. 
Many implementations of a numerical algorithm will reduce 
the overhead at the expense of generality. It is unfair to 
compare on the basis of computer time, routines which differ 
in their implementation philosophy, because for the moderate 
sized problems generally used as test cases the overhead is 
often a significant portion of the computation time. Conse- 
quently, a less general, low overhead method may perform 
competitively with a less efficiently programmed and more 
general method. 
In comparing the Taylor series method with other methods, 
significant factors such as the extra storage needed, the 
difficulty in learning to use the "compiler", and the effort 
in debugging the Taylor coefficient routine if the "compiler" 
malfunctions, are difficult to include. Further difficulties 
result because the Taylor series method integrates a differ- 
ent system of equations than do the usual methods. 
To eliminate implementation dependence from the estimate 
of a method's efficiency, each test problem was integrated 
to determine the number of derivative evaluations required 
for solution. This number should be approximately constant 
for a given method regardless of implementation. For each 
derivative evaluation routine, the number of machine (360/91) 
cycles required for one pass through this routine was deter- 
mined. Table 111-A shows the number of cycles required for 
some typical operations. 
TABLE 1 1 1 - A  
OPERATION 
D.P. Load and S t o r e  
D.P. Add and S u b t r a c t  
D.P. M u l t i p l y  
D.P. D i v i d e  
F.P. Add, S u b t r a c t ,  Load 
and S t o r e  
F  . P . M u l t i p l y  
F.P. D i v i d e  
D.P. S i n  and C o s  
D.P. Exponen t i a l  
D.P. S q u a r e  Root 
D.P. Power 





F.P. = I n t e g e r  A r i t h m e t i c  
D.P. = Double P r e c i s i o n  F l o a t i n g  P o i n t  A r i t h m e t i c  
* N o t  i n c l u d i n g  o v e r l a p  o r  s i m u l t a n e o u s  o p e r a t i o n s .  
The number of c y c l e s  r e q u i r e d  t o  pas s  arguments from t h e  
c a l l i n g  r o u t i n e  was n o t  counted and t h e  o v e r l a p  o r  simul-  
taneous execu t ion  of o p e r a t i o n s  was n o t  cons idered .  
The methods s e l e c t e d  f o r  comparison were t h e  Bul i r sch-  
S t o e r  r a t i o n a l  e x t r a p o l a t i o n  and t h e  Nordsieck v e r s i o n  of 
t h e  Adams p r e d i c t o r - c o r r e c t o r .  Both of t h e s e  methods re- 
q u i r e  a  number o f  f u n c t i o n a l  e v a l u a t i o n s  t o  o b t a i n  a  s t a r t i n g  
s t e p  s i z e  which s a t i s f i e s  t h e  accuracy cond i t i on .  I f  t h e  
i n i t i a l  e s t i m a t e  f o r  t h e  s t e p  s i z e  is f a r  o f f ,  t h e  number of  
e v a l u a t i o n s  used i n  s t a r t i n g  could be  q u i t e  l a r g e .  For t h e  
problems cons idered  h e r e ,  t h e  number of e v a l u a t i o n s  r e q u i r e d  
t o  s t a r t  were n o t  counted.  The t e s t  problems a r e  f i v e  repre-  
s e n t a t i v e  n o n - t r i v i a l  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ions  encountered i n  
a  computation l a b o r a t o r y :  
Problem 1. Bessel Funct ion 
Solu t ion :  Y ( t )  = s i n ( t ) / t  - c o s ( t )  = t j o ( t )  
Problem 2. Coulomb Funct ion [ l l ]  
So lu t ion :  Y ( t )  = F o ( l / 2 , t )  
Prsbiei' 3 .  R e s t r i c t e d  3-body problem 151 
So lu t ion :  The given r a n g e  f ~ r  t is one period. 
Problem 4 .  
Y ' =  -Y + (1 + t) c o s ( t e t )  
Y ( 0 )  = 0 
O < t < 5  - - 
-t . t So lu t ion :  Y ( t )  = e  s l n ( t e  ) 
Problem 5.  A s t i f f  equa t ion  [121 
Solu t ion :  x (t) = l + ~ ~ e - l '  t + ~ 2 e  - X 2 t  
Table 111-B l i s t s  some of t h e  r e s u l t s  of  t e s t i n g  f o u r  
of t h e  f i v e  problems. The column l a b e l e d  " e r r o r "  r e f e r s  t o  
t h e  r e l a t i v e  e r r o r  of t h e  computed s o l u t i o n  a t  t h e  end of 
t h e  i n t e r v a l .  "Cycles" i s  t h e  number of machine c y c l e s  re- 
qu i r ed  f o r  each eva lua t ion .  "DE" r e f e r s  t o  t h e  number of 
e v a l u a t i o n s  r e q u i r e d  t o  i n t e g r a t e  over  t h e  g iven  i n t e r v a l .  
F i n a l l y ,  t h e  column l a b e l e d  "R" c o n t a i n s  t h e  r a t i o  
Comparison Comparison 
DE ( Method 1 ( Method ) 
Taylor S e r i e s  Taylor  S e r i e s  
DE ( Method ) ( Method 1 
TABLE 1 1 1 - B  
TAYLOR S E R I E S  METHOD 
PROBLEM ERROR CYCLES DE 
1 1.2~10 789 15 -10 
2 4 .  1x1~-9 736 10 
3 2.7x10-~ 23769 103 
4 4.7x10-' 2524 557 
NORDSIECK METHOD 
PROBLEM ERROR CYCLES DE R 
BULIRSCH-STOER RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION METHOD 
PROBLEM ERROR CYCLES DE R 
where t h e  comparison method i s  e i t h e r  Nordsieck o r  Bul i rsch-  
S t o e r  . 
The Taylor  s e r i e s  method is s u p e r i o r  t o  Nordsieck and 
Bul i rsch-Stoer  on Problems 1, 2 ,  and 4 and i n f e r i o r  on 
Problem 3 .  Other r e s u l t s ,  n o t  p re sen ted  h e r e ,  show t h a t  t h e  
Nordsieck and Bul i rsch-Stoer  methods a r e  very  i n e f f i c i e n t  f o r  
Problem 5 ,  whi le  t h e  Taylor  s e r i e s  method handles  t h i s  prob- 
l e m  w e l l .  
Once t h e  u s e r  mas te rs  t h e  f a i r l y  s imple  a r t  of s e t t i n g  
up t h e  i n p u t  f o r  program gene ra t ion ,  he has  an easy means f o r  
applying t h e  Taylor s e r i e s  method. I f  g r e a t e r  e f f i c i e n c y  i s  
r equ i r ed ,  t h e  program may be opt imized by t h e  user  who has  
some knowledge o f  Fo r t r an .  On t h e  o t h e r  hand, i f  an e r r o r  
occu r s ,  t h e  program may be d i f f i c u l t  t o  debug. F i n a l l y ,  
it should be noted t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  an important  c l a s s  of 
problems where no Taylor series method program can a t  
p r e s e n t  be generated.  I n  g e n e r a l ,  however, t h e  method i s  
a  v a l u a b l e  t o o l  f o r  s o l v i n g  many problems and i s  c e r t a i n l y  
worth t r y i n g .  
IV. Finding Zeros; Partial Differentiation 
In this section two algorithms are presented which may 
be used in conjunction with the Taylor series method. The 
first algorithm finds the zeros of a function and the second 
algorithm is used to find the partial derivatives of a 
function of several variables. 
The method used to solve for the zeros of a function 
is that of series inversion. The relevant theorem is quoted 
here without proof [ 1 3 ] .  
Given the power series 
with positive radius of convergence and al+0, then there 
exists a unique power series 
m 
with positive radius of convergence and such that the two 
series are inverses in sufficiently small neighborhoods of 
to and fo and bl = l/al. 
To develop a recursion formula for the coefficients bk 




c c. (t-to)j= j=k Jk 
for k>l 
and interchanging the order of summation in (4.3) leads to 
m 
t-t 0 =c (t-to)j 3 cjkbk. 
j=1 k=l 
Equating powers of (t-t ) in (4.5) yields 
0 
b.=(i c. b )/c 
I k=l 3kk jj for j>2 - . 
Rewriting (4.4) in terms of previously computed coefficients, 
for k22 , 
Substituting j=r+s and interchanging the order of summation 
yields 
for k>2 . 
- 
Finally, equating ilowers of (t-to) yields 
~ l s o ,  note that 
Cj for j>l - 
The following summarizes the algorithm to find t' such 
that f(t1)=O when the a are known, t is given sufficiently j o 
close to t', and fo=f(to). 
- 
3) c = C  c. a for 2<k<j 1-r,k-1 r - - jk r=l 
Repeat 2) thru 4) for j=2,3 ... 
m 
5 )  t'=t += b (-fo) k 
0 k=l k 
To illustrate the application of this method, the 
differential equation for the ninth degreeLegendre poly- 
nomial was integrated and the zeros of the function computed 
by series inversion. The results were accurate to the re- 
quested precision. 
For the computation of the partial derivative of a 
function of several variables f(yl, y2, ...,y ,) with respect 
to yi, the Taylor series coefficients for the differential 
system 
are evaluated along with the coefficients for the function 
f(t). The derivative of f with respect to t may be written 
Substituting (4.12) into (4.13) , it is clear that the desired 
partial derivative is the first Taylor coefficient of f. 
This procedure may be applied to any number of functions and 
was used to evaluate the Jacobian of the system given in 
Problem 3. The results of this computation were as accurate 
as the input data. 
V. PL/I Implementation 
The program to generate a Fortran subroutine which 
evaluates recursive Taylor series coefficients for a system 
of differential equations has been written in PL/I. The 
PL/I language was chosen, instead of a string processing 
language like SNOBOL, because PL/I contains an adequate 
set of string manipulating functions and because of the 
si~r~iiarity between rL/I and Fortran statements. Since the 
PL/I statements are Fortran-like, changes may be incorpor- 
ated into the processing program to suit individual needs, 
with greater facility than might otherwise be the case. 
In the implementation of [3],the defining system may 
contain derivatives of arbitrary order and the differentia- 
tion operator may appear on the right hand side of the equa- 
tions. Without a serious loss in generality, the current 
implementation j ~ n  restrictei! tc systeics sf first order 
differential equations and the differentiation operator 
may not appear on the right hand side of the equations. 
The program reads in the defining system of equations 
from the PL/I SYSIN data set, and the equations are checked 
for balance with respect to parentheses, but no determina- 
tion is yet made as to whether they represent valid expressions. 
The program then attempts to generate the Fortran subroutine 
to evaluate the Taylor series coefficients. 
It is not a difficult task to add information about the 
interval of integration, the accuracy required per integration 
step, etc. to the input definition of the system of equations. 
This information may then be edited into appropriate driver 
routines. The next job steps are compilation and execution 
of the Fortran program. However, these additions are de- 
pendent upon the computer installation and upon individual 
requirements. The PL/I program is written and annotated so 
that modifications, similar to the ones just mentioned, are 
fairly straightforward. 
The first input card to the PL/I program is a control 
card containing the words DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, which may 
appear anywhere in columns 1 to 72. Sequence numbers are 
permitted in columns 73-80. The word EQUATIONS may be 
optionally followed by the letters SP or DP, which is a 
request to generate a single or double precision routine. 
The default value is single precision. The nomenclature 
th for the i- equation in the differential system is 
Y(l,I)=f (T,Y) , where the first subscript of Y denotes 
differentiation with respect to the independent variable T. 
f(T,Y) represents a valid Fortran expression. If it is 
more convenient to specify the system with a different in- 
dependent and dependent variable, say R and V, then it is 
necessary to include (R,V) on the first control card. The 
differential equations are specified next with a free form 
format in columns 1-72. Each differential equation is ended 
with a semi-colon, except for the last equation, which is 
terminated with a colon. Any equations which are useful in 
defining the differential system may be included and are 
order independent. The next card following the differential 
equations is a control card containing the words INITIAL 
VALUES. The initial values are then specified in the same 
manner as the differential equations. 
To illustrate a sample input to the processing program, 
consider Problem 3 above written as four first order equations. 
The input data required to specify the construction of a 
double precision routine may have the following form 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS DP(T,U) 
U(1,l) = U(3); U(1,2) = U(4); 
U(1,3) = U(1) + 2.DO*U(4) - APX(U(l) t G) - A*(U(l) - GP) ; 
U(1,4) = U(2) - 2.DO*U(3) - U(2)*(AP + A); 
G = l.D0/82.45DO; GP = 1.DO - G; 
A = G/DSQRT((U(l)- GP)**2 + U(2) **2) ""3: 
AP = GP/DSQRT ( (U (1) + G) **2 + U(2) ""2) **3: 
INITIAL VALUES 
U(1) = 1.2DO; ~ ( 2 )  = O.DO;U(3) = O.DO;U(4) = -1.04935750983: 
The generated Fortran routine will have the structure 
SUBROUTINE COEFF ( U, ITSMAX) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION U (ITSMAX, 1) 
Fortran statements necessary to compute the 
1 to ITSMAX Taylor coefficients for the equiva- 
lent canonical system given U(I), I=1,4. !RETURN 
ENTRY INITAL (T,J, ITSMAX) 
- 
I Initialization of all Taylor coefficients 
: to zero followed by the assignment of the 




With the above routine and the two Fortran routines listed 
in Appendix B, edited in the appropriately indicated places, 
a complete Fortran program for the numerical integration of 
the sample problem may be developed. 
Standard output from the processing program contains 
listings of the defining differential equations and the gen- 
erated Fortran routine. Since it is necessary to have some 
measure of the computer time required per pass through the 
COEFF routine in order to properly assess the effectiveness 
of the Taylor series method compared to other popular methods 
for solving differential equations, an operations count in 
terms of additions and multiplications is also printed. 
The process by which the Fortran routine is generated 
is very similar to the way a compiler generates assembler 
language routines. For a complete description of the 
algorithm see 131.  The differential system is reduced to 
canonical form, which is the representation of the system 
in terms of the elementary operations of + - * /. The 
decomposition is accomplished by the method of bounded con- 
text translation [141. The next step consists of an elimin- 
ation of redundant operations from the canonical system. 
After the system has been optimized, a tree search is per- 
formed to determine the computational order. For some equa- 
tions, it may be desirable to examine a number of the inter- 
mediate quantities in this process. Coding DEBUG in the 
P A W  field of the processing programs EXEC statement will 
produce this listing. For the Riccati equat-ion; 
y 1  = y2 + 3t2, the DEBUG listing has the form given in 
Appendix D. 
RMAT is the procedure which performs the decomposition 
of the differential system. LEVEL denotes the current level 
of recursive calls to the procedure. The integer K denotes 
the element in the equation being scanned. TYPE is an 
th integer representing the K- element. Table V-A is a 
listing of the correspondence between the integers and the 
elements. The E in (C,O,VIE) denotes the print mode that 
lists the input equation to the procedure. The equation is 
enclosed by the delimiters # $ .  C,O,V represents the print 
th 
mode that lists the K- element which is either a constant, 
th operator, or variable. If the K- element is a constant, 
it is replaced by # g .  The integer L designates the position 
of this constant in a tabulation of all constants that 






















# (left delimiter) 
$ (right delimiter) 
$ (function specifi- 
cation) 
* * 
l i s t e d  a f t e r  t h e  opt imized canon ica l  form. 
The heading on t h e  r i g h t  i n d i c a t e s  e n t r i e s  i n t o  t h e  
r ecu r r ence  m a t r i x ,  where t h e  canon ica l  system i s  e v e n t u a l l y  
s t o r e d .  R r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  row of t h e  m a t r i x ,  OP t h e  opera-  
t i o n ,  and A ( l ) ,  A(2) t h e  two p o s s i b l e  arguments. A(3) i s  t h e  
name a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h i s  ope ra t ion .  I f  t h e r e  is no e x t e r n a l  
name a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h i s  o p e r a t i o n ,  t h e  name i s  g e n e r a l l y  
repr=scntcd zz  ?r, w h e r e  r i i i d i ca i e s  the ruw i n  t h e  ma t r ix  
s t o r i n g  t h e  r e s u l t  of  t h e  ope ra t ion .  The symbol $ i n  t h e  
r ecu r r ence  ma t r ix  i s  used f o r  t h e  composite o p e r a t i o n  = .  
The f i r s t  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ion  processed is t h e  one f o r  t h e  
independent v a r i a b l e ,  which makes t h e  system autonomous. 
A f t e r  t h e  l a s t  equa t ion  has  been processed ,  t h e  complete 
r e c u r r e n c e  m a t r i x  is l i s t e d  bo th  b e f o r e  and a f t e r  it has 
been opt imized.  A s  mentioned e a r l i e r ,  t h e  c o n s t a n t  t a b l e  
i s  l i s t e d  a t  t h i s  p o i n t .  
The n e x t  s t e p  involves  s ea rch ing  t h e  r ecu r r ence  mat r ix  
t o  i n i t i a l i z e  t h e  m a t r i x  D de sc r ibed  i n  131.  The D mat r ix  
i s  used t o  determine t h e  computat ional  o rde r  o f  e v a l u a t i o n  
of t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  The dimension o f  t h e  mat r ix  i s  t h e  
number of rows i n  t h e  r ecu r r ence  mat r ix .  B r i e f l y ,  s t a r t i n g  
w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t  of t h e  o p e r a t i o n  f o r  a  g iven row i n  t h e  
r ecu r r ence  m a t r i x ,  t h e  arguments of t h e  o p e r a t i o n  a r e  













t h e i r  dependence upon o t h e r  o p e r a t i o n s .  The DMAT ENTRY 
s ta tement  l ists t h e  row c u r r e n t l y  being i n i t i a l i z e d ,  and 
f i n a l l y  t h e  e n t i r e  D m a t r i x  is l i s t e d .  To a i d  i n  an  i n t e r -  
p r e t a t i o n  of t h e  r ecu r r ence  ma t r ix ,  a  t a b l e  i s  cons t ruc t ed  
showing t h e  correspondence between t h i s  m a t r i x  and t h e  s e t  
of dependent v a r i a b l e s  i n  t h e  canon ica l  system. An i n t e g e r  
p a i r ,  i j ,  i n  t h i s  t a b l e ,  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  
. t h  t h  
o p e r a t i o n  i n  t h e  1- row of t h e  r ecu r r ence  ma t r ix  is t h e  j- 
dependent v a r i a b l e .  
I n  t h e  r e d u c t i o n  t o  canonica l  form, s p e c i a l  f u n c t i o n s  
which appear may cause  t h e i r  d e f i n i n g  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa t ions  
t o  be appended t o  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  system. I n  t h i s  imple- 
mentat ion,  t h e  s p e c i a l  f u n c t i o n s  a r e  l e f t  i n  t h e  reduced 
system and t h e  corresponding c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  t h e s e  
f u n c t i o n s  a r e  hard coded i n  t h e  program gene ra t ing  r o u t i n e .  
The symbol %j, where j r e p r e s e n t s  an i n t e g e r  c o n s t a n t ,  i s  
..",.A L^ -^ r . .  - - ' ' 
uUru LV LerLcD~l~t  L U I I C L . L O ~ S  i n  t h e  r ecu r r ence  ma t r ix .  
Table V-B shows t h e  correspondence between t h e  i n t e g e r s  j 
and t h e  f u n c t i o n s  t h e y  r e p r e s e n t .  
This  completes t h e  d e s c r i p t i o n  of t h e  i n t e rmed ia t e  
q u a n t i t i e s  r e q u i r e d  i n  t h e  F o r t r a n  COEFF r o u t i n e  c o n s t r u c t i o n .  
The l i s t i n g s  should be  u s e f u l  i n  debugging any malfunct ioning 
of t h e  p roces s ing  program f o r  a  given d i f f e r e n t i a l  system. 
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APPENDIX A 
TAYLOR: PROC(PARM) O P T I O N S (  MAIN):  QOOCO100 
/*******+++**t************************************************+t****+t n 0 9 0 0 2 0 4 )  
* D R I V E R  PROCEDURE USED T O  CONSTRUCT A FORTRAN S U B R O U T I N E  WHICH * 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 C  
* E V A L U A T E S  T H E  R F C U R S I  VE TAYLOR C O E F F I C I E N T S  OER I V E O  FROM A * 60000400 
* SYSTEM C!F O R D I N A R Y  D I F F E R E N T I A L  E Q U A T I O N S .  F O R  A D e S C R I P T I O N  O F  * W 0 o o S n *  
* T H E  A L G O R I T H M  S E E  ' T H E  A U T C M A T I C  S O L U T I O N  O F  SYSTEMS O F  + o o n ~ 0 6 0 ~  
* ORDINARY I J I F F E R F N T I A L  E Q U A T I O N S  B Y  T H E  TAYLOR S E R I E S  METIiOOL. * 09667700 
* B Y  D. BARTON E T  AL. CCMPUTFR JOURNAL V 14 (1971) PP. 243-248 * O Q O o O 8 0 d  
+***+*+t* * t t * * * *+**++t* *+*** * *+** * *+*+***~**~*** * * * * * * *~*~*** * * * *~*~ /aooo09nn 
OCL nooo1ooe 
BFOC E N T R Y ( B I N  F I X E D )  R F T U R N S ( C H A R ( 1 5 )  VAR). Q c l O f l l l r ) 8  
BREAKF E N T R Y I C H A R ( * )  VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CCIAR<*) VAR). 00001200 
CODE E N T R Y ( C H I R ( * )  VAR.BIT(1  ) . B I T ( l ) l .  0 P 0 0 1 3 0 0  
COUNT F N T R Y (  CHAR(*) VLR.CHARt*)  V A R )  RETURNS( B I N  F f X E D ) .  0 0 f J d 1 4 0 P  
SPAN E N T R Y ( C H A R ( 8 1  VAR.CHAR(*) VAR+C!-IAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR): (1OPo1500 
OCL 00001600 
( C S . W S ~  CHAR ( 4 0 8 )  VAR EXT.DVRBL C H A R ( 4 )  VAR EXT. QOt!017t'* 
I V R B L  C H A R ( 4 )  VAR E X T - R I  580.4) C H A R ( 1 5 )  VAR. 0 0 8 6 1 8 0 0  
RYAX B I N  F I X F I )  I N I T ( O  ) rO(* .* )  B IN F I X E O  CTL. KFMAX E X T  I N I T q O ) .  0 0 9 0 1 9 0 0  
EQROR B I ' N  F I X E 0 . C C  B I N  F I X F O  I N I T ( I ) . I E D  EXTI 0000200t' 
DEBUG B I T ( 1 1  E X T - N E Q  E X T  I N I T ( Q l . K O  B I T ( I ) . N S G M A  E X T  I N I T ( 9 ) .  O O t ' 6 2 1 0 0  
FL F I L E  OUTPUTISN C H A R ( 4 1  VAR.CW C H A R C 1 5 )  VAR: 0 0 0 0 2 2 f l O  
D C L  0 0 0 0 2 3 O Q  
(NMUL.NAODrNWTS.NMTL+NATS.NATL) I N I T ( 0  I EXT. PARM C H A R ( 1 Q O l  VAR. 6 4 0 0 2 M O  
L B L A ( 3 )  L A B E L  I N I T t C W . L W a L D ) . L B L B ( 3 )  L A B F L  IN IT(LX.LD.LO) .  800025520 
CST( 1001 C H A R ( 2 5 )  VAR E X T - I C  E X T  I N I T (  1).NEOTNS EXT: 600026n11 
I* *I00002700 
C A L L  S T I N T :  OQ*d28fi@ 
I F  I N D E X (  PARM. ' E B V G '  )-=a T H E N  OEBUG=' 1.R; 9 0 @ 0 2 9 0 C  
I* READ I N  THE SYSTEM O F  E Q U A T I O N S  *I 00005000 
C S T ( 1 ) = * 0 . 5 ' ;  000031~0 
C A L L  I ~ P U T ( E R R O R I C C )  3 0 0 0 0 3 2 Q Q  
I F  ICD=O TUEN C S T ( 1  #='0.5* : E L S E  CST( l )=*O.a )O* ;  4 0 0 0 3 3 0 0  
GO TO L B L A ( E P R O R 1  : P O 0 0 3 4 0 0  
LW: M Q T N S = C O U N T I C S r ' Y ( l . l l t l i  0 0 0 0 3 5 8 0  /* I h S E R T  D I F F E R E N T I 4 L  E O U A T I O N  FOR THE INDEPENDENT V A R I A B L E  TO MAKE 0000360F 
T M  SYSTEM AUTOhONOUS */ 00a037n~ 
c s = * ~ c ~ . ~ I I e ~ o c ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ s ~ l ! * ~ = l . o * I ! * : * l l ~ ~ l l * u ~ :  onoo3 t~o  /* READ I N  THE I N I T I A L  V A L U E S  *I O Q C 0 3 9 n Q  
c c = 2 :  ooc04onn 
C A L L  INPUT(ERROR.CC): O(?00411)0 
C S = C s 1 t D V R e L 1  I * ~ + ! ~ ~ F D C ~ M ~ T N S ) ~ ~ * ) = * ~ ( I V R B L ~  l o : * :  00004280 
GO TO LBLBCERFOR)  ; 0 0 0 0 4 3 n O  
L X :  I P A S S n l :  00004400 /* FACTOR E A C H  D I F F E R E N T I A L  E W A T I O N  I N T O  ELEMENTARY O P E R A T I O N S  *I 00004sno 
LY: DO WHILF~SUBSTR~CS.I.II~=*~~I: 000046no 
F E O = M Q + I :  00094700 
C A L L  BREAKF(CS.';'.WS): OOOC48r)Q 
CALL R Y A T C  *I*( Iws~ (  'S*.R.RMAX~KO):  00004900 
I F  NEO=l  T W N  R(RMAX.4)=IVRBL: 
END : 
I F  -DEBUG THEN GO T O  L Z :  
PUT E D I T (  *RECURRENCE M A T R I X ' )  ( S K I P ( 1 ) . X ( 6 0 ) .  A): 
DO 1=1 TO RMAX: 
PUT  E D I T ( 1  .R(I.l).R(I.2).R(I.3).R(Ir4)) ( S U l P . X ( 6 0 ) .  
F < 2 ) . X ( I )  . A ( 2 1  .X(S).3 A ( 1 5 ) ) :  
END : 
/+ E L I M I N A T F  REDUNOANT OPERATIONS FROM THE RECURRENCE M A T R I X  * /  
L Z :  C A L L  OPTMZE(R.RMAX) ; 
I F  G E S U G  THEN GO T C  Le: 
PUT  E D I T ( ' 0 P T I M I Z E D  RFCURRENCE M A T R I X * )  ( S K I P ( I ) . X ( 6 O ) . A ) :  
LA: no r = l  TO PMAX; 
P U T  E D I T ( I  * R ( I  -1 ).R( I .2) .R( I .3) .R( I .411 (SK IP .X (6O) .F (2 ) .  
X ( 1 )  .A (2 )  .X (5 )  . 3  A ( 1 5 1 ) :  
E N 3  : 
L B :  I F  -.DEBUG T H E N  GO T O  LUC: 
PUT  E D I T (  *CONSTANT T A B L E *  ) ( S K I P ( 2  )r A): 
DO r=1 TO I C :  
P U T  E D I T (  **'.I '=' .CST(I ) )  (COLUMN(MOO(1-1 .4 ) *29+1) .  
A.F(Z).A.A): 
E N 3  : 
LUC:  ALLOCATE O(RMAXIRMAX): 
/P GENERATE THE MATRIX  0 WHICH I S  U S E 0  TO DETERMIYE  TME ORDER I N  WHICH 
THE TAYLOR C O E F F I C I E N T S  I R E  COMPUTED * I  
C A L L  DMATfR.RMAX.0) : 
I F  -.DERUG T H E h  GO T O  LC:  
PUT  E D I T (  * D  M A T R I X *  1 fSK IP (C ) .A ) :  
PUT  E D I T (  ((I .'.'.J.I)(IrJ) DO J=l T O  RMAX) 00 1=1 TO R M A X ) )  
( S U I P . 8  (F (2 ) .A .F(2 ) .F (4 )  vX(51) 13: /* GENERATE THE FORTRAN R n u T r w  Tn CGWLFE +UF T&YLCR =CEFF:;:MTS +; 
C A L L  CCGE(R.RYAX.D.UO) : 
I F  -KO TWEN GO TO LO: 
LC:  FREE 0 ? 
I P 4 S S S l P A S S + l  ; 
I F  I P A S S > 2  T H E N  GO TO LO: 
C A L L  C C D E ( * C ' . ' 0 ' 8 . * 1 * 8 ) :  
C A L L  CODE ( * ENTRY INITAL(*!~IVRSL~ I 8 . * ! ~ D ~ R 8 L I J * . ~ 1 ~ M ~ ~ ~ * .  
s Q * B . * X * B ) :  
C A L L  tM)F ( ' 00 2 0 0 1  I T S = l .  I T S Y A X '  .*0'8.* l*B)i 
C A L L  C W E (  ' DO 2 0 0 1  1~v-1. * f I BFDC(RMAX). 'O'B~'I~B): 
CALL CODE( 02001 Y (  ITS.IXV=O.D* . - n * ~ .  I*B): 
DO w lLF(CS- .=** ) :  
C A L L  B W A K F ( C S . *  : ' . IS): 
C A L L  SPAN(bS.'( ' .*)  8.SN): 
C A L L  BREAUF(WS. ' )* rCt3) :  
C A L L  CCDE(DVRBLI  ~ * ( 1 . ' ~ ( ~ ~ 1 1 * ~ ~ 1 1 ~ S . * l * B ~ * 0 * B ~ :  
FND i 
C A L L  C O D E ( D V R 8 L l / v ( 2 r *  ( ~ ~ F D C ( N E O T N S ) (  ~ * ~ = 1 . 0 * . * 0 * B . * O * B ~ :  
CALL  .CODE( * RETURN* . *O*B . * l *B I ;  
CALL C(IDE ( ' END*.*O*B.* l *BI :  
PUT E D I T (  'OPERATION COUhT ( O C I  FOR ONE PASS THRU THE C d E F F  * 
11  ' R O U T I ~ E * )  (SKIP<J) .A) :  
PUT E D I T (  ' ITSWAX - TNE NUMBER OF C O E F F ~ C ~ E N T S  COMPUTED') 
( S K I  Pf 2) .A) : 
PUT E D I T (  'AS - AN A D D I T I O N  OR QUBTRACTION')  (SK1P.A); 
PUT E D I T (  *WD - A M U L T I P L I C A ~ I O N  OR D I V I S I O N ' )  (SK1P.A): 
wS=Uoc = I * ( (BFOC<NADO) (~*  + (*IIBFDC(NATLIIJ* + *~ (BFDCINATS) (~  
* * I T S M A X l * I T S M A % / 2 b * A S  + <*I I B F D C ( N M U L I ~  1 * + ( ' 1  ~ B F D C C N H T L I I   
+ I l B F D C ( N M T S I 1  ~ * * I T s Y A x I * I T s M A x / ~ * M D * :  
PUT E D I T (  WSI ( S K I P ( 2 )  .A): 
LO: END TAYLOR: 
* PROCESS: 
TAYLOR: PROC(PARM) OPTIONS(YAINI: ~ O O O O I ~ O  
/*tl*+t****+*t**t*t*****+*++++*+~**t+************~************t*****u onaocnaa 
t D R I V E R  PROCFDURE USED T O  CONSTRUCT A FORTRAN SUBROUTINE W I C H  * 00000300 
* EVALUATES THE RECURSIVE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS DERIVED FROM A * 000004(r(l 
* SYSTEM OF ORDINARY O I F F E R E H T I A L  E W A T I O N S .  FOR A D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  * 0 0 0 0 0 S ~ ( L  
* THE ALGORITHM S F E  * T H E  AUTCMATIC  S M U T I O N  O F  SYSTEMS OF * OC.CO06QO 
* ORDINARY D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQUAT IONS BY THE TAYLOR S E R I E S  MCTW3D'. * OOOOQ700 
+ B Y  D. B A R T O h  E T  AL. CCMPUTER JOURNAL V 14 (1971) PP. 2 4 3 - 2 4 8  * 0 0 9 0 0 8 f i O  
**t~******t**t*t*+t*****************************+*******:**********tt/09006906 
C C L  eeI??:leO 
BCDC E N T R Y ( B 1 N  F I X E D )  R E T U R N S ( c H A R ( l S 1  VAR). @oaai lna 
BREAKF  ENTRY(CHAR(* )  VAR.CHAR(*I VAR.CHAR(*I VARI.  0 8 Q 0 1 2 P 4  
CODE E N T S Y I C H A R ( * I  VAR.BIT(1  I . B I T ( 1 )  ). €!OQO13QQ 
COUNT E N T R Y ( C M A R ( * I  VAR.CHAR(* l  VCR) RETURNSCBIN F I X E D ) .  0 0 0 0 8 4 n O  
SPAN FNTRY(CHAR<*)  VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) V A R I ;  OOQOlSnO 
D C L  00801600 
(2S.WS) C H A R ( 4 O O l  VAR EXT.WRBL C H A R ( 4 l  VAR EXT. O O P 0 1 7 0 0  
I V R B L  C H A R ( 4 l  VAR EXT.RI  500.4) CHAR(1S)  VAR. Q O e O l a @ @  
RMAX B I N  F I X E D  I N I T ( O I . D ( * . * )  B I N  F I X E D  CTL.KFMAX E X T  IN IT (0 ) .  0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0  
ERROR B I N  F IXED.CC B I N  F I X E D  I N I T ( l ) . I E D  EXTI 000020n6 
DSBUG  BIT(^) EXT.NEO EXT INIT(O).KO BIT(I).NSGMA EXT INIT~OI. ooan2ine 
FL E ILE 0UTPUT.SN CHAR(4 )  VAR.CB CHAR( I S )  VAR: 00002200 
D C L  0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0  
~NMUL.NADD.N~TS.NMTL.NATS.NATL~ INIT(O) E X T  PARM C H A R ( ~ O Q )  VAR. 000024oa 
L B L A ( 3 )  L A B E L  IN IT(LW.LWrLD) .LBLB(3)  L A B E L  IN IT(LX.LD.LD) .  00002580 
C S T t I Q O I  C H A R ( 2 5 1  VAR EXT. lC E X T  I N I T ( l S . N E O T N S  EXT: 0 0 6 0 2 6 r ) l  
/ * */000027610 
C A L L  S T I N T :  0000283@7 
I F  INOEX(PARMI 'OEBUG*I - .=~  THEN DEBUG=* l *B :  0 0 0 0 2 9 Q O  /* READ IN T ~ E  SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS */ 50i iS3tG0 
C S T ( 1  )='0.5*: 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0  
C A L L  I hPUT(ERROR.CCl:  QbQQ32QO 
I F  IEO=O THEN CSTfX)=*O.S. ; E L S E  CST(1)=*0.5DOg: 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0  
GO TO LBLA(ERR0R)  : OQO0346)O 
LW: NEOTNS=COUNT(CS.'Y(I.* )+I: ooa03500 
I* INSERT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TO MAKE aoao3soa 
THE SYSTEM AUTOhElrOUS +/ P O Q O 3 7 0 0  
C S = * Y ~ ~ . ~ I ~ B F C C ~ N E O ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ . O * ! ~ ~ C S ~ ~ * W * :  0 0 0 B 3 6 0 0/* READ I N  THE I N I T I A L  VALUES */ b Q Q 0 3 9 0 0  
CC=2: QQQ04O0O 
C A L L  INPUT(ERROR*CC) :  00004100 
c s = c s I l o v n s ~ I  I * ( * I ~ W ~ ~ ~ N E O T N ~ ~ I I * I = * I I I V R B L I  *:@: O O Q Q ~ ~ C " O  
GO TO L B L B t E R R O R l :  0 0 0 0 4 3 0 8  
L X :  I P A S S = l :  0 0 0 0 4 4 0 0  /*  FACTOR EACH D I F F E R E N T I A L  E O U A T I O N  I N T O  ELEMENTARY OPERAT IONS *I 0 0 Q 0 4 5 0 0  
L Y :  00 WILE(SUBSTR(CS .1 r l ) - . = *  I * ) :  0 0 C 0 4 6 0 0  
NEO=NEC+l: 00004700 
C A L L  BREAKFCCS :*.US): 00004800 
CALL RMAT( *I I Ins1 I*S~.R.RMAX.UOI: 
I F  N E O 4  T H E N  R(RMAX.O)=IVRBL: 
END: 
I F  -DEBUG T H E N  GO T O  L Z :  
PUT E D I T (  'RECURRENCE M A T R I X * )  ( S K I P ( l ) . X ( 6 O ) .  A): 
DO 1=1 TO RMAX: 
PUT E D I T ( 1  . R ( I  . I  l . R ( l + 2 ) r R ( I r 3 ) . R ( 1 . 4 1  ( S K I P . X ( M ) .  
F ( 2 1 . X ( l t  .A i21 .X(51 .3  A ( 1 5 ) I :  
END : /* E L I M I N A T E  REDUNDANT OPERATIONS FROM T H E  RECURRENCE M A T R I X  * /  
L Z :  C A L L  OPTMZE(R.RMAX): 
I F  -.DEBUG T H E N  GO T O  LB:  
PUT E D I T ( * O P T I M I Z E D  RECURRENCE M A T R I X *  I ( S K I P C l ) . X ( 6 O ) . A l :  
LA:  DO 1=1 TO RMAX: 
WT E D I T a I  ~R(I.l).R(l~2).R(I.3~rR(l.4ll ( S K I P . X ( 6 0 I . F ( 2 I .  
X ( 1 l  .A(2)  .X(5) .3 A ( 1 5 l ) ;  
EN> : 
L B :  I F  d E 4 U G  THEN GO T O  LBC: 
PUT E D I T (  'CONSTANT T A B L E ' )  ( S K I P ( 2 1 . A ) :  
00 I=l TO I C ;  
PUT E D I T ( * U ' . I  . * = ' . C S T ( I l l  (COLUMN(MM)( I -1 .4)*29+1l .  
A.F(21.A.Al; 
EN> : 
CBC: A L L a A T E  D(RMAX.RMAXI : 
/+ GENERATE THE MATRIX  D  WHICH I S  USED TO D E T E R M I Y E  THE ORDER I N  WHICH 
THE T A V L F R  C O E F F I C I E N T S  ARE COMPUTED */ 
C A L L  DMAT (RIQMAX~D) : 
I F  -DEBUG T H E h  GO T O  LC:  
PUT  E D I T (  *D M A T R I  X ' l  ( S U I P ( 2 I . A l :  
PUT E D I T ( ( ( 1 . * r g . J . D ( I . J l  DO J=1 T O  RMAX) DO I=l TO R M A X I )  
( S K I P . 8  <F<2l.A.F(2lrF(4lrXC5))); /* GENERATE T H E  FORTRAN R O U T I N E  TO COMPUTE T* TAYLOR C O E F F I C I E N T S  */ 
C A L L  CCGE(R.RMAX.D.KOl: 
I F  -KO THEN GC TO LO:  
LC:  FREE D: 
I P A S s = I  P A s s + l :  
I F  I P A S S > 2  T H E N  GO T O  LO: 
C A L L  CODE( 'C* . *O*B1* I 'B ) :  
C A L L  CODE( * ENTRY I N I T A L ( * I ~ I V R B L ~ ~ * . * ~ ~ D V R B L I I ' . I T S M A X I * ~  
* 0 * B . ' l 9 B I ;  
C A L L  CODE ( ' DO 2001 I T S = l .  I TSMAX* . 'O*B . v l 'B I :  
CALL cooet * DO 2001 ~ X V = I . ~ ~ ~ B F D C ~ R M A X I . ~ O ~ B . * ~ * B I :  
C A L L  C O D E ( * 2 0 0 1  Y(ITS.IXV=O.O1 . * Q g 8 . * l * B l i  
DO W I L E t C S - = " ) ;  
C A L L  BREAUF(CS.':*.WS); 
C A L L  SPANt*S. '( ' .*)  *.SNl: 
C A L L  BREAKF(WS.*l ' .CB): 
CALL ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 1 * ~ i . * l 1 s ~ l l * 1 * l l w s . * 1 * ~ . * o * ~ 1 :  
END 1 
C A L L  CWE(OVRBL] (  * ( 2 t * ( l R F D C ( N E C T N S ) I  I *  )=l.On . * O w B . * O * 8 I ;  
C A L L  CODE<'  RETURN*. 'O'B** 8.8): 
C A L L  CODE ( ENO*. *Q 'B . ' l *B) :  
PUT  E D I T (  'OPERATICN COUhT COC) FOR ONE PASS 1HRU T H E  COEFF * 
I ! @ R O U T I N E * )  I S K I P ( 3 )  .A): 
PUT E D I T ( * I T S L A X  - THE hUMBER OF C O E F F I C I E N T S  COMPUTED*) 
( S K I P ( 2 )  *A) :  
PUT E D I T (  * A S  - AN A O O I T I O N  OR SUBTRACTIOY n I (SK1P.A); 
PUT E D I T (  'MD - b M U L T I P L I C A T I O N  OR O I V I S T O N *  CSK1P.A): 
ws=~oc = ( * l l e ~ ~ c c ~ ~ o o ) l l -  + (*IIBFDc(NATL)II* + *IIBFDC(NATS)II 
* * I T S M A X ) * I T S M A X / 2 ) * A S  + ( ' I ! B F D C ( N M U L I ! ! *  + (*IIBFDC(NMTL)II 
i + i i ~ S F D C C ~ ~ T S P  i i=riTSnAXI + I T S M A X / 2 * M * :  
P U T  E D I T C U S )  ( S K I P ( 2 ) . A ) :  
LO: END TAYLOR: 
* PROCESS: 00000100 
CODE : PRO: (STRlNG.SUY.CMMNT) RECURSIVE: OOQOOZQC /* PROCEDURE TRANSFORMS T H E  I N P U T  'STRING'  I N T O  FORTRAN CAR0  IMAGES */ OOOOO3EO 
DCL 00ao04no 
EXTRACT ENTRY1CHAR( * l  VAR.CHAR (*I VAR. CHAR(* ) VAR). OnQaOSOo 
L I  BF ELITRY(CHARt *I VAR.BIN F I X E D ) .  00000609 
SIGMA FNTRY(CHAR( * l  V I R ) :  0 0 0 9 Q 7 0 0  
OCL S T  CHARtQOO) VAR.CSUM.CMMNT 1 B I T I l ) . S T R I N G  CHAR(*)  VAR. OOOOOBOQ 
SN CMAR( 71 VAR.FL FILE OUTPUT EXT .IED EX?: noaoosna 
DCL NSGMA S T A T I C  B I N  F I X E D  EXT. SYSA B I T ( 1 )  EXT.IC I N I T ( 1 1 .  00001000 
SON B I N  F I X E D  S T A T I C  I N I T ( l D O @ Q # r  E I S ( 3 )  CMAR(B) VAR EXT:  O O 0 O l l n O  /* */ 00001200 
I F  -.SYSA ( L E N G T H ( S T R I N G ) < I I  T H E N  GO T O  LA: @ 0 0 0 1 3 Q Q  
SN=SUBITRCSTRING.7.5): eo001400 
IF SN=*SUBRO* I SN=*BLOCK* T n E N  PUT PAGE: o o a a ~ ~ n o  
LA :  I F  -SUP THEN GO T O  LC; 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 Q  
LB:  C A L L  EXTRACT(STRING.ElS(3) .ST);  00001790 
I F  S T = * *  THEN GO T O  LC;  oooot8no 
C A L L  S IGMA(ST)  : 00(101900 
GO TO LB; 0 0 0 0 2 0 O Q  
LC: I F  2 M M N T  THEN GO T O  LO: 00002100 
SON=SON+lOO : 00002200 
PUT F I L E t F L )  E D I T ( S T R I N G . ' O O D * . S O N ) t S K I P r A ~ C O L U M N ( 7 3 ) ~ A . F ~ 5 ) ~ i  00002300 
I F  S I S A  THEN PUT EDIT (STRING. 'O0Bw .SON)(SKIP. A.COLUMNf 73) .A.F(5)# : 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0  
RETURN: 0000256 )O  
LO: SN= * ': 90002600 
I F  I P M N T  THEN CALL  L I B F ( S T R I N G * I E O ) :  00002700 
00 1=1 T O  6 WHILECVERIFY(SUBSTRCSTR1NG. 1 . 1 ) + * 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  ' ) = ~ ~ : E N D : O O Q 0 2 8 0 6  
I F  I-11 THEN SN=SUBSTR(SUBSTR(STRING. 1.1-1) 1 I SN. 1.6) 3 00002900 
STRING+SUBSTRCSTRING.I): 0 0 0 Q 3 0 0 0  
LS=LCNGI t l  (STRING)  : 00043190 
DO I=l TO L S  BY  65: 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 8  
ST=SN I ( SUBSTRtSTRING.  IC .M IN(6S .LS- IC+ l ) )  : 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0  
SON=SaN+lOO: 00003400 
P U T  F I L E ( F L 3  E D I T  (ST.'OOD'.SONI (SUIP.A~COLUMN~73I.L~F~S)~: 0 0 0 0 3 S 0 0  
I F  SYSA THEN PUT EOITCST.*OOO'.SON) (SKIP.A*COLUMN( 73).A.F(S)) :000036QO 
I C = I C + 6 5 :  00003700 
I F  I=l THEN SN=* X *: 0 0 0 0 3 8 0 0  
END E Q O 0 3 9 0 0  
E W COD5 : 8 0 0 0 4 0 1 9 0  
* PROCESS: 0 0 d O O l b ) 0  
CDGE : PROt(RrRMAX.D.UO) : OOOQOPCIQ 
/ +  PROCEDURE GENERATES TME FORTRAN T A Y L O R  C O E F F I C I E N T  R D U T l M  */ OO(500300 
DCL oonoa~na 
BFDC E N T R Y ( B  I N  F I X E D )  CETURNS< CHAR( 15 VAR 3. Q Q 0 0 0 5 n Q  
B F T C  E N T R Y q B I N  F L O A T ( 5 3 ) . B I N  F I X E D l  RETURNS(CHAR(S0)  VAR). O Q o ~ O ~ ~  
B R E A K F  EEhTRY(CHAR(*) VLR.CHAR(l ) .CHAR(* I  VAR). 0 0 0 Q Q 7 0 0  
CODE E N T R Y ( C H A R ( * )  V A R . B I T ( 1  >.BIT(I 11. OOQoOBnQ 
C O L 4  E N T R Y  R E T U R N S ( B 1 N  F I X E D ) .  0 9 0 0 Q 9 n Q  
FUDGE E N T R Y  RETURNS1 B l T C l l ) .  OOQPlOO(l 
DP ENTRY(CHAR~I) RETURNS~BIN FIXED). 0 a n n 5 j n n  
RZPLACE ENTRY(CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.BIT(I)). onnarrwn 
SPAN E N T R Y ( C H A R ( * I  VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(* I  VAR.CHAR(*) VAR); Q O Q 6 1 5 0 C  
D C L  0 0 Q O l 4 0 0  
R(*.*) CHAR(*)  VAR.D(*.*) BIN FIXW.DR(*) RIT~I) c n . K o   BIT(^). nnraisna 
C T B L C * )  C H A R ( 1 S )  VAR C T L e D V R B L  C H A R ( 4 )  VAR EXT.(DMAX.RMAX) OOO016l)Q 
B I N  F I X E D I ( M ( * ) . C ( * ) )  B I N  F I X E D  C T L . F T E L ( I O 0 . 2 I  B IN  F I X E D  EXT. O O Q Q l 7 O Q  
L3L( 11) L A B E L  INIT(PMS.PMS.MPY .DVO.EQL.ERR. 0 n 0 0 1 8 0 0  
ERR. ERR .I NT.FN.EXP).CST(lQD) CWAR(25)  VAR EXTmCO CHAR(1) .  XED EXT.bOr)OlQ@Q 
L f 4 )  LABEL.DC(1D)  C H A R ( 1 )  EXT.WS CHAR( 400) VAR EXl .NEOTNS EXT:  Q O Q 0 2 0 n 9  
D C L  O O O 0 2 1 0 Q  
L E P M A X ( 3 )  I N I T ( 3 . 4 . 2 1  .LEP I N I T ( Q ) . C H  CHAR( 1). QOOQ22PO 
I V F N  C H A R ( 1 4 )  V A R v l V R B L  C H A R ( 4 J  VAR EXT. OQOt32304  
DEBUG B I T C 1 )  EXT.OT(*.*) B I N  F I X E D  CTL.  0 0 0 0 2 4 Q Q  
C 4 8  C H A R ( 1 )  EXT.  (NWL.NADD.NMTS.NMIL.NATS.NATL) EXT. @ O r J 0 2 5 0 0  
I 0  B I T ( 1 )  I N I T ( * l * @ ) . A O S  C H A R ( 5 6 )  VAR.EPLG CHAR(2OO) V A R i  @00(1260(1 
D C L  0000270Q 
( A R G ( 2 )  C H A R ( 2 5 )  VAR. (CA3.ZERO) B I T C l  ).(LHS.LHSARG) C H A R i l S )  VAR .00Q0280(1 
( L P ( 2 ) . R P ( 2 ) . U O ( 2 ) )  C H A R ( $ )  VAR.KCMAX.KFMAX.TSS C H A R ( 5 )  VAR O0t3@29nlJ  
1 F X T :  @ O Q 0 3 6 0 @  /* *E!!003:0:: 
ZERO=*I *B: O O B O J 2 0 0  
EPLG= O Q 0 0 3 3 0 Q  
* S U B R O U T I N E  COEFFC * (  IDVRBLII ' . I T S M A X ) : I M P L I C I T  R E A L * '  I l C 4 8 1  I Q n O Q 3 d n 0  
. . 
'2000CONTINUE;RETURN: * : 
I ~ = N = D V R B L I I * ~ * ~ I B F D C ( N E Q T N ~ ~ ~ I ~ ) * :  
D M A X = D I Y f D * l ) ;  
A L L O C A T E  D R i D M A X ) r C T B L ( R M A X ) . M ( D M A X ) . C ( O M A X l r D T I R U A X . R M A X ) :  
D R = * D  *B:  DT=D; / *  CCRRESPONDENCE T A B L E  BETWEEN R(1.4) t Y ( J 1  */ 
KC=* QTNS-1; 
D O  I=l T O  RMAX: 
I F  SUBSTR(R( I .4 )  .1 . M I N ( L E N G T H ( R ( I . 4 )  3 .LENGTHtDVRBL)  ))=DVRBL 
T H E N  C A L L  S V A N ( k ( 1  . b ) . * ( * . *  ) * . C T B L < I )  1: 
E L S E  DO: KC=KC+l  : C T B L ( 1  )=BFDC(KC):  END: 
END : 
I F  DEBUG 
THEN DO : PUT E D I T  C *CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN RECURRENCE M A T R I X  ROWS ' 0 0 Q a S o 0 0  ( 1  * A h 0  THE Y CRRAY') <SK IP (P ) .A I :  O O O P t l n O  
PUT  E O I T ( ( I . C T 8 L < I )  00 1=1 T O  RMAX))  (SK IP .12  (F t  3 ) r X (  1) .QOQO52Q0 
A ( 3 ) . X ( 4 ) ) ) :  QQO053crQ 
END: e e a a s 4 n n  
I+ E V A L U A T I O N  OF T H E  SET M */ 0 0 0 0 5 5 9 0  
KM=O: C O O 0 5 6 0 0  
DO J=1 TO OMAX: 0 0 0 0 5 7 0 0  
DO 1'1 T O  OMAX: 0 0 0 0 5 8 Q O  
I F  D R ( I )  THEN GO TO LB: 0 0 0 0 5 9 Q 0  
I F  O T ( I . J 8 > 2  THEN GO T O  LC: 0 0 0 0 6 O Q O  
L B  : END: O Q 0 0 6 1 B O  
GO T O  LE: 0 0 0 0 6 2 Q Q  
LC: KM=KY+I: MCKMI=J: 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 0  
LE: FND : 0 0 0 0 6 4 0 0  
IF KM=O THEN GO T O  LEA: 00~1065na  
PUT E D I T (  *** PROLOG I S  NOT CURRENTLY IMPLEMENTED *+* ) ( S K I P I 2 ) . A )  :00CG6600 
KO=*() *B: O F 0 0 6 7 0 0  
RETURN: P O 0 0 6 8 8 0  
L E A :  PUT PAGE E D I T ( * * *  L I S T I N G  OF T H E  GENERATED FYRTRAN R D U T I N E  * t r )  0 0 0 Q 6 9 Q O  
(A ) :  PUT S K I P :  00007000 
LF: LEP=LEP+ l  : O Q 0 0 7 1 0 C  
DO I=l TO LEPMAX(LEP1:  QOC072*0  
C A L L  BUEAKF(EPLG.*:*.WS): P 0 0 0 7 3 F O  
C A L L  CCOE(WS.*Og8.'0'81: 0 0 0 0 7 4 0 0  
END : 0 0 0 0 7 5 0 0  
I F  EPLG- 9 T H E N  GO T O  LG: 0 0 0 0 7 ~ 0  
FREE OR.CTBL~WLI.C.OT: 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 0  
RETURN: 0 0 0 0 7 8 Q O  /* EQALUATION O F  T H E  SET C */ 0 0 0 0 7 9 0 0  
LG: KC=O: oaaaeonn 
I F  ZERO THEN TSS= ' ( l . *  : E L S E  TSSI ' (1TS. ' :  0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0  
DO 1=1 TO DMAX: Q O O O B ~ ~ O  
I F  OR( I I THEN GO T O  LI: 0 0 9 0 8 3 0 0  
1' -.ZERO E 10 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
 ME^ DO: IF R ( I . ~ ) = * + *  TMN DO: KCYAX=I: GO TO LK: END: ooaoe5no 
GO TO L1: POUCC600 
EhD: QOOPB70Q 
DO J=l TO DMAX: ( rOU08800  
I F  DT( I . J )>O  THEN GO T O  L I T  OOQ089nO 
END : 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 t l  
KC=KC+l : KCMAX=I : C (KC)=I:' 0000910(1 
L I Z  END: 0 0 0 0 9 2 0 0  
I F  10 &-.ZERO THEN DO: I O = * O * 8 :  GO TO L G i  END: 0 0 0 0 9 3 0 0  
I F  KC>O THEN GO T O  LK :  00~094na 
PUT E D I T ( * * *  EOUATICNS ARE NOT WELL POSED 8.' 1 ( S K I P ( 2 ) . A I :  OQOOPSOO 
KO=*!3*8: 0 0 0 0 9 6 0 0  
PUT E D I T (  'D M A T R I X * )  (SKIPt28 .A) :  00009700 

































































































































f O = * O ~ E :  00014%00  
RETWtN: 0 0 0 1 4 9 0 0  
/ t  E O U A L I T I  OF TWO S E R I E S  * /  0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0  
Em: W S = U O ( ~ )  1 IDvRBLI  I T S S I  ( A R G ( ~ ) (  1 ' ) * :  0 0 0 1 5 1 0 B  
GO TO LS: 00015200 /* A D D I T I O N  OR SUBTRACTION OF TWO S E R I E S  */ 0001531)O 
PUS: WS~UO( I )~  ~ D V R B L ( ( T S S ( ~ A R G ( ~ ) J  ( * I * (  1 ~ 0 1  I L P ( ~ ) (  ~ U O ( ~ I ~ I O V R B L ~ ~ T S S ~ !  (?001548Q 
A ~ G C 2 ) l l * ) * l  ( R P ( 2 ) :  00015500 
NADD=NADD+l: OO0156OO 
GO TO LS: 0 0 0  15700 /* M L L T I P L I C A T I O N  OF TWO S E R I E S  */ O O O l S B o ~  
MPV: I F  -ZERO O 0 8 1 5 9 0 n  
THEN 00; WS=*S~GMA(IXV=~.ITS:*~ IWRBL! I*(Ixv.'~ I A R G ( I ) I ! ' ) * ' I  I 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0  
D v R B L l l ' f  I T S O l - I K V . * 1  1ARGS2) I  I')I*: 00016190 
NMTS=NUTS+~: NYIL=NMTL+I: o o o ~ t ~ n ~  
END: 00016308 
ELSE 00016400 
HDZ : 00: W ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ( D ~ R B L ~ ~ T S S ~ ~ A R G ~ I ) I I * ~ * ~ ~ C O  I f L ~ ( 2 5 ( f U 0 ( 2 1 ( f  *001650d 
D v R E L I ~ T S S ~  ! A R G ( ~ ) ~  I* )*I R p ( 2 ) :  00016600 
NUUL=NYUL+l :  0 0 0 1 6 7 0 0  
EM); 000168~0 
GO TO LS: 00016900 /* D I V I S I O N  OF ONE S E R I E S  BY ANOTHER * I  00017000 
D m :  I F  ZERO THEN GO TO WDZ: 0 0 0 1 7 1 n Q  
W S = * ~ * ~ ~ D V R E L ~ ~ * ( I T S . * ~ ~ A R G ( ~ ) ~ ~  000172(?O 
@)-SIGMAIIXV=2.!TS:* f  IOVRBLI ~'(IXV.'~IARG(~)(~')**I! O O C l 7 3 0 0  
~ V R B L ~ ~ * ( I T S ~ ~ - I X V . * ~ ~ L H S A R G ~ ~ * ) ) ) / * ~ ~ W R B L ~ ( * ( ~ . ' ~ ( A R G ( ~ ) ~ ( * ) ' :  O O O l 7 4 n a  
NHTS=NMTS+l : NYTL=NLITL-1 : 00017500 
GO TO LS: 0 0 Q l 7 6 Q 0  
I N T :  I F  ZERO THEN GO T O  LT:  00017700 
I F  SUBSTRCR(KCMAX.3).1 . l ) = * R *  THEN GO TO LT: 0 9 0 1 7 8 0 0  
WS=UO(2) ( ~ O V R B L ( (  * ( I T S M I . *  f l A R G i 2 ) I ( * ) / F 1 T S M l g :  00017900 
C A L L  CODE(LHSI ~WS. ' I 'B. 'O*E):  OOQlBOOQ 
GO TO LT :  0 0 0 l e l 0 0  
/+ S E R I E S  R A I S E D  T O  A POWER */ 0 0 0 1 8 2 8 0  
EXP: IF  KA=3 0 0 0 1 8 3 0 f l  
THEN DO: IF -ZERO THEN GO TO LT: 0001e4oa 
W S = L P ~ ~ ) ~ ~ U O ( ~ ) ( ~ A R G ( ~ ) ~ ~ U P < ~ ) ! ~ * * * * ! ! L P ( ~ ) ~  IARG(~ ) I I  Q 0 0 l e S 0 0  
RP( 2) : oa~1es tw 
NAOO=NADD+200 : 0 ? ) 0 1 8 7 8 8  
GO T C  LS: 0 0 0 1 8 8 0 0  
END: 0 0 0 1 8 9 0 0  
I F  ZERO 00019080 
THEN DO: WS=LPCII I I U O C ~ ) I I O V R E L ~ ~ T S S I ~ A R G ( I ~ I  1 * t g ! f R ~ ( l ) 1  1 000191c)Q 
* * * * I I L P C ~ ~ ~ ~ A R G C ~ ) !  I R p ( 2 ) ;  0 0 0 1 9 2 0 0  
NAOD=NADD+200 : OOQX9300  
END: 0 0 0 1 9 4 0 0  
ELSE DO: XF I E D = l  THEN C A L L  R E P L A C ~ ( A R G ( 2 ) . * D ' . * E ' . * O 9 B l :  0 0 0 1 9 5 6 0  
AOS=EFTC(ARG(2~+l .O. IFD):  O 0 0 1 9 6 9 f l  
IF I E D = l  T H E N  C A L L  REPLACE<ADS.*Ee .* D * .  *O.B): 0 0 O l P 7 W P  
I F  VERIFY(SU8STR(*RG(2).l.l).*c*J=D 88019800 
THEN ~ a s = * c ~ l l ~ ~ s l l ~ ) * :  0 0 0 1 9 9 0 d  
w s = * s r G ~ A c ~ x v = l  . T s n l :  c . 1  IARGSZJ~ I * - ( x x v - l ) * ~  I ~ADS~ 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 a  
* ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ) * * I ~ D V R B L I ~ ~ ~ I X V . ~ I I L H S A R G J I ~ ) * ~ I I D V R B L I I  0 0 0 2 Q l O a  
* ( I T S P ~ - I X V . ~ ~ ~ A R G ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ O V R B ~ I ' ( ~ . * ) ) A R G ( I ) ~ ~ * ) * : ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~  
NATS=NATS+3: NATLZNATL-3:  NMTS=NMTS+J: NMTL=NMTL-3: 0 8 8 2 6 3 0 0  
END: 00020bO( l  
LS: CALL CODE(LHS( I w . * ~ * B . ~ ~ * B ~ :  0 0 0 2 0 5 0 0  
L T :  OR(KCMAX)=* l 'B :  0 0 0 2 0 6 0 0  
00 1=1  T o  o u l r z  0 0 0 2 0 7 0 0  
I F  - D R ( I )  t OT( I rKCMAX)>=D THEN OT( I *KCMAX)=DT( I .UCMAX)-1:  Q O 0 2 0 8 0 e  
END : 00020PCIO 
LU: DO I=I TO DMAX: OQ0210OQ 
IF +R(I) THEN GO TO LG: OOQPIIC 
END : 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0  
ZERO=*O'B: 000213~0 
DR= '0 * 0 :  DT=D : 0002140Q 
GO TO LF: 0 0 Q 2 1 5 Q O  
END COG= : O 0 0 2 1 6 a 8  
* PROCESS: 0 0 0 Q 0 1 0 0  
C O L 4 :  PROC(CS.RV.RMAX) RETURNS( B I N  FXXED) :  O O O a O 2 0 0  
/ t t t * t * * t * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * *  00000300 
* T H E  PROCEDURE SEAUCHES COLUMN 4 O F  T H E  (ERCURRENCE M A T R I X  TO F I N D  * OQ@O04*0 
* T H F  ROW NUMBER WHICH C O N T I I N S  C S  * OOOQO5r)n 
t * * * * * * * * * * * l t t+*++*t** t * * *+***** t *L+t****** t * * * * * * *++*+++$******** * /  000(106@F 
D C L  C S  C H # R ( * I  VAR.I.RM(*.*) C H L R ( * )  VARVRWAX B I N  F IXED.  O O O O Q ~ ( J  
CT CHAR(IS) VAR: anoonsn0 
CTrSUBSTR(CS.2-VERIFV(SUBSTR(CS.1.1~.*+-*)): O O ~ U O W ~  
DO I=l T O  RMAX: 0 0 O Q 1 0 0 0  
I F  RM(I .4)=CT THEN RETUAN(1) :  ( rOO011r)O 
E N 3  i O O C 0 1 2 9 0  
PUT E D I T (  '** EPROR I N  I N P U T  E Q U A T I O N S  * * ' I  I C S ( I m * *  C A N  N O T  B E  ( 1  00901300 
'FOUND I N  COLUMN 4 O F  T H E  RECURRENCE M A T R I X  *+* J <SK IP( 2 t.4) 8 C O P Q l M 4  
STOP: o o o t 3 1 s l l a  

































































































































F h D i  
E L S E  DO: I C4=COL4lRYlLl.L2l.RMnRMAX~i 
L(I+1.1 1 = I C 4 :  
GO T O  LC:  
END: 
LB: I F  L ? I . 2 1 = 2  1 R M I R . l ) = * = *  R M I R . l ) = * X *  
M E N  DO; I =I-1; 
I F  1 4  T H E N  GO TO LR: ELSE GO T O  LB: 
END: 
C< I .2)=2: 
GO T O  LA:  
L R :  END: 
NO: END OMAT; 
* PROCESS; O O 0 0 0 1 0 0  
EXTRACT:  P R O C ( S T R 1  NG~WORDIEXS): 000002.)0 
/+ PROCEDURE F x T R A C T S  T H E  SUWMATION OPERATOR FROM THE I N P U T  S T R I N G  */0000030@ 
D C L  0 0 Q O P 4 0 0  
BFOC E N T R Y ( B 1 N  F I X E D )  FETURNS(CHAR1 IS)  V A U  ). 00000500 
BLN:O E N T R Y  (CHAR (*) V A R )  RETURNS( B I N  F I X E D ) .  OoOOO6oO 
R E P L A C E  E N T R I ( C H A R ( * )  VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(* ) V A R I B I T I I ) ) :  O Q F Q Q 7 0 0  
D C L  (STRING.WORD) CHAR(*)  VAR.EXS CHAR(*)  VAR. a00 COB@@ 
(NSGMA.NSMTR) S T A T I C  B I N  F I X E D  E X T . E I S ( 3 )  CHAR(B8 VAR EXT:  90000909 
I* *"seo:icoe 
ExSI* : 09001 100 
C A L L  E X T t  WORD .MRKRA.MRKRB) : 0 0 0 0 1 2 Q O  
I F  MRKRA=O THEN RETURN: Q O C O l J n 0  
00 I=! T O  3: 00001400 
I F  E I S ( I ) = W O R D  T H E N  GO T O  L A :  00001500 
C A L L  EXT(WORD.MI.Lf ): O Q Q O 1 6 0 0  
I F  MI<MRKRA THEN RETURN: Q 0 0 0 1 7 0 0  
L A :  END: 00001800 
EXS==SUBSTR(STRING IMRKRA.MRKRB-MRKRA+I): 0 0 0 0 1 9 F O  
I F  WORO=EIS(3)  00002000 
T H E N  C A L L  R E P L A C E ( S T R I N G . E X S ~  'SGMA.1 1 BFDC(NSGMA+I). * O * B l :  60002106 
I F  W R D = E I S < 2 )  00002266 
TMEN C A L L  R E P L A C E ~ S T R I N G . E X S ~ ~ S M I R ' I I B F D C ( N S M T R + ~ ) . * O * B ) :  OC10023nO 
I F  W O R D = E I S ( I l  T H E N  C A L L  R E P L A C E ( S T R I N G . E X S I I ' : * ~ " ~ ' O ' B ) :  O C 0 0 2 4 0 0  
FXS=SUBSTR1EXS. INDEX(EXS. * ( ' )+ I  ): 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0  
EXS=SUBSTR(EXS.I.LENGTH(EXS)-~ I I :* : 000026'80 /* */0000270Q 
E X T :  PROCC W.MR .IL> : 000112BI!O 
D C L  W C H A R ( * )  VAR.MR.IL: 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 O  
YR.IL=$: OeQ9300li 
LD: I F  h t R + l < L E N G T H ( S T R I N G l  Q O O O J l Q O  
THEN I X=I NOEX ~SUBSTR~STRING.MR+I~.W~: ELSE IX=O: 80003200 
IF IX=O ~aoa3300  
T H E N  0 8 0 0 3 b 9 P  
L O A  : DO: MR=O: RETURN: END: Q O s 0 3 5 0 0  
E L S E  MR=I X+MR : 0061036QB 
I L = M R - 1  : B 0 O Q 3 7 n Q  
L E :  I X = I N O E X (  SUBSTR(STRING. IL+ l ) . '  ).li O O Q 0 3 8 0 0  
IF IX=O THEN GO TO LDA: ELSE IL=IL+IX: oaaa39aa 
I F  B L K D ( S U B S T R ( S T R I N G . M R .  I L - M R + 1 )  l-.=O THEN GO TO LE: C000400Q. 
I F  I N D E X (  S U B S T R I S T R I N G * M R . I L ) +  *=* l=O THEN GO T O  LO: t'0004100 
I F  MR=l  1 V E R I F V (  S U B S T R I S T R I N G .  MU-8.1 8. '+-*/)I=* )=O T H E N  RETURN : 0 0 0 0 1 2 Q B  
GO TO LO: 00004306 
END E X T :  00004400 
















































































































































































































































































































GO TO LZ: hOQOSOD0 
LB :  I F  C A 3  TMEN R E T U R N ( * l * e I :  E L S E  GO TO FNL(NF) :  0000511)O /* S E R I E S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR EXPONENTIAL  FUNCTION *I 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0  
E x P :  C A L L  C C D E ~ L H S  I I 'SIGMA(  IXV=~.ITS;* 1 l * ( l x v - l ) t r  1 I 0 0 0 9 5 3 Q O  
D V R B L ~ ( * I X V . ~ I ~ A R G ( ~ ) ~ ( * ) * ' ~ ~ D V R B L ~ ~ ' ( I T S P ~ - I X V I ' ~ ~  0 0 0 0 E 4 0 0  
LHSA(I)( J*IIFITSMI*. * l * ~ . * n * 8 1 :  OOOQS560 
NMUL=NMUL+l : hMTS=NMTS+2 i NMTL=NMTL-1: 600056I)C 
GO TO LZ:  000057flQ /* SERIZS COEFFICIENTS FOR LCG BEE 10 FUNCTION *I 4 6 0  (15806 
Lie: C,ALL C O n E ( * I C  ( I T S ; E 0 = 2 ?  @ !!L"~!!ACPHA<:S=I::: : I=* i iCt< i iS iL  i i ' i 2 . '  OOdS898Q 
~ I A R G ( ~ ) I ~ * ) ~ ~ I ( D V R R L I I * ( ~ . ~ ( I A R G ( ~ ) ~ ) * ) ' . * ~ * B . * O ' B ) :  0009409Q 
C A L L  CODECg1F t lTS.GT.21  *I ILHs!!*(*I IALPHA(IED*~II I** '  P O Q Q 6 1 0 0  
I I D V R 8 L I  1TSS.l lARGC2)  1 ~ ' ) - S I G M A ( I X V = ~ . I T S U ~ : (  IXV-1 )** 1 1  0OQOC200 
D V R ~ L I ~ * C I T S P ~ - I X V . * I  I A F G ( 2 1 1  ~ * ) * * I I D v R B L I I ~ c ? x v . ~ I I  Q 0 F 0 6 3 3 0  
L H S A ( l ) I I ' ) ) / F I T S M I ) / '  ! I O V R B L ~ ~ 1 ( l r ' ( ~ A R G ( 2 ) ~ I * ) * . * 1 * B . * O * B ) :  00QOO4'10 
NMUL=NMUL+J: NAOD=NADD+l : NMTS=NMTS+Z: NUTL=YMTL-2: QOCQ6500  
GO TO L Z :  Q P Q O 6 6 0 0  /* S E R I E S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR LCG BASE E FUNCTION * /  0 0 6 Q 4 7 0 0  
LN: C A L L  CODE( - I F  (ITS.EO.2) ' 1 (LHSI  I D v Q B L I  I T S S !  I A R G ( ~ ) ~  I * ) / *  O h O Q 4 8 0 Q  
I l D V R 8 L I  I*(~.*I~ARG<~I(~')'.~O*~.*O*~~: 001196990  
C A L L  COOE( ' 1F  CITS.GT.2) ' ! ~ L U S ( ~ * I ' I I D V R B L ~ ~ T S S I ~ A R G ( ~ )  OOOO?OQU 
1 1  *)-*!I  'SIGUA(IKV=~~ITSMI:(IXV-~)**~ IDVRBL! ~ ' ( ITsP~ - I xv . *~  1 OI)CQ7138 
A R G ( ~ ) ( ~ * ) * *  ~IovRBLII*(Ixv.*I ILUSARG~ I * I ) / F I T s M ~ / * ) ~ D v R B L ~ ~ * ( ~ . *  Q O 0 0 7 2 0 0  
I ~ A R G ( ~ )  1 1 ' ) / * ! l D ~ ~ ~ l ' ( l . ' ! l A R C ( 2 ) I  I ' ) ' * ' l ' B . ' O * B l :  (100073fJd 
UMUL=NMUL+2 : NAOD=NADD+l : NMTS=NMTS+2: NMTLzNMTL-2: 0 0 0 9 7 4 0 0  
GO TO LZ;  0 0 8 0 7 5 0 0  /* S E R I E S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR THE SIN.  CDS. T A N  FUNCTIONS */ OOC97600  
SCT: PM=.-*: OOR07709  
GO TO LC: O O Q 0 7 8 n 0  
.!1 SF!??CS tCE!=F?C?E?:TS F C  T%E b Y P E i i E i i C  JiNii i  C35ii. f*Nii CuNcTiuNS * / O O a a 7 9 0 9  
HSCT: PM=* *: o ~ o o a o n a  
LC:  C A L L  C D O E f O V R B L I  l ~ s s 1 ~ ~ n s ~ c 1 1 I  I * I = S I G M A ( I X V = ~ .  ITS:(  I x V - ~ ) * *  1 1  0 0 0 C B 1 0 0  
D V R ~ L I ~ * ( I X V . ~ ( ( A R G ( ~ ) ( ~ ~ ) * * I  ( o v R B L I ( * ( ~ T s P ~ - I x v . ~ ~ ~ L ~ A ( ~ )  0000~20(! 
I I *))IFITSMI .*I *8..0*8): OOOQe3OQ 
C A L L  C O D E ( D V R B L ! I T S S ~ ~ L H S A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) = ~ ~ ~ P M ~ ~ * S I G M A C I X V = ~ . I T S : ~ ~ ~  RC10084t30 
. ~ I X V - l I * 8 ~ ~ D V R B L ) ( * I ~ ~ ~ q ~ ~ A ~ G C 2 ) ( ~ ' ) * * ( ( D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ( I T S P l - I ~ V ~ *  QOCO85(3C 
~ILHSACI )(I*))/FITSMI- .*I*~.*o*R): 000ae6ne 
C A L L  C O D E ( D V R B L I ! T S S ! ~ L H S A ~ ~ ~ I ~ * ) = ( * I I D V R B L ~ ~ T S S ~ ~ L H S A ( ~ ) ~ !  O d Q O 8 7 0 0  
' ) -SXGMA( IXV=2 . ITS : ' ~  IDVRBC~ ~ ' ( I x v . * ) ~ L H S A ( ~ ) ( ~ * ) + ' (  1DVRBL f  1 0 0 0 0 8 8 n 0  
' ( I T S ~ ~ - I X V . ' ~ ~ L H S A ( ~ ) ~ ~ * ) ) ) ~ ~  I ~ O V R B L ~ ~ * ( ~ * *  ~ ~ L M S A ( ~ ) ~ ~ * ~ * *  000989b)Q 
'I '9  .'8*81: 0 0 9 0 9 0 O F  
NMUL=NMUL+J: hADD=NADD+l: NMTS=NWS+6: NMTL=NMTL-6: 00~09 lak  
LZ: RETURN( *I - B) : 000092no 
EM) FUDGE: 0 0 0 0 9 3 8 4  
* PROCESS: COOOOl0d  
I N P U T :  PROC(ERROR.CC): 0000(121)0 
~ t + * * * * * * * * * * ~ + + + * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  00000300 
* PROCEC?URE READS THE D E F I N I N G  SYSTEM GF D I F F E R F N T I M  EOUATIONS * 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
* FROM THE S Y S I N  DATA S€T. AND CHECKS TO S E E  THAT THE E Q U A T I O N S  * 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0  
* ARE BALANCED WITH RESPECT T O  PARFNTHESES * 00000600 
++**t*+++*1(*************+++t**+#**+****t*+t**t*****+***************/ O O l l O O 7 ~ 0  
DCL  00COOEQ0 
BLNCD ENTRY(CHAR(*) VAR)  RETURNS( PIN FIXED). OQ(20990Q 
COUNT ENTRY(CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(~ ) )  RETURNS(BIY FIXED). oaooieao 
D E L E T E  E N T R I ( C H A R ( * I  VAR.CHAR(1)). C O O O l l Q ~  
SPAN E N T R I ( C H A R ( * )  VARFI*CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(* I VAR): Q O C O l 2 C F  
D C L  O O O O l 3 0 d  
(ERROR.CC) B I N  F I X E D .  L I N E  CHAR(E0 )  VAR. OOQQ14DQ 
C Y ( 2 )  C H A R ( 2 5 l  VAR I N I T ~ ~ O I F F E R E N T I A L E O U A T I D N S * ~  0 0 0 8 1 ~ n ~  
* I N T T I A L V A L U E S V ) .  CS CHARCbDQ) VAQ EXT. U S  CHAR(4OO) VAR EXT. 00001600 
ZED EXT. C 4 8  C H A R ( 1 )  EXT. (1VRBL.DVRBL) CHAR( 4 )  VAR EXT: @000178@ 
I* */ 0 O Q Q l 8 0 0  
ON E N D F I L E ( S V S 1 N )  00001990 
B E S I N ;  P U T  E D I T ( ' * *  E O F  R E A D I N G  S V S I N  **') ( S K I P ( 2 ) t A ) :  OOQB20nO 
GO T O  LPA: 0 0 0 0 2 1 r ) 0  
EN3 : 00002200 
I F  C C s 1  00002300 
THSN DO: YRKR=O: 0 0 0 0 2 b O O  
PUT  E D I T ( * * *  TAYLOR S E R I E S  PROGRAM JAN. 1973.11 00002500 
VFRSION - L I S T I N G  O F  I N P U T  EOUATIONS * * * I  ( A ) :  0 0 0 0 2 6 Q Q  
ERROR=l :  0OO027DQ 
END : oooa2~oa 
E L S E  MRKR=I NOEX(CS. * W e  ); 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 0  
PUT S K I P :  0 0 0 0 3 0 8 0  
L P :  GET E D I T ( L 1 N E )  (A (BO1) ;  0 0 0 0 3 1 8 0  
PUT E D I T ( L 1 N E )  ( S X I P ~ C O L U M N ( 4 l + A ( 8 0 J  1: 00003200 
L I N E = S U B S T R ( L I N E . I  ,721 : 6 0 0 0 3 3 0 0  
C A L L  DELETECL INE . '  * ) :  00903400 
I F  cc-.=o 0 0 9 0 3 5 0 0  
THEN DO: I F  l hDFX(L INE .CU(CC)  )-=Q THEN CO TO LO: 0 0 9 0 3 6 ( 9 0  
PUT EDIT(*** THE FCLLOWING CONTROL CARD IS INVALID ***. aoao37~a 
LINE) (SKIP(L).A.SKIP.A): O O O Q J B O ~  
L P A  : ERROR=3: 0 0 0 0 3 9 0 0  
RETUAN: o o a a 4 0 0 ~  
LO: IF  CC= I  0 0 0 0 4 1 Q O  
THEN 0 0 :  I F  INDEX(LINE. 'DP*)-m=O 00004200 
T H E N  DO; I E D = I :  C48='8* :  END: 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0  
E L S F  00: IED=O: C48='  4' ; EMD: 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 0  
I F  I N D E X ( L I N F . * ( * ) - = 0  00104500 
T H E N  DO: C A L L  SPAN(LINE.*('.*.'.IVRBL): 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0  
C A L L  SPAN(LINE.*.'. '  l**DVRBL); 0 0 0 0 4 7 0 Q  
END: 0 0 0 0 4 8 0 d  
E M :  0000496 )O  
CC=O; PUT SKIP: GO T O  LP: oaaosooo 
EM; caaas1oa 
CS=CS 1 iL I  NE: Q 0 0 0 5 2 0 O  
IF INDEX(LINE.':~)=O THEN GO TO LP: COO05300  
PUT SK IP :  CIOOQ54r)U 
CS=SUBSTR(CS.I.LENGTH(CS)-111 l o : * :  o o a o s s r ) ~  
OD WILE( MRKR<LFNGTH(CS) ) : ~ a a a s ~ o o  
MC=IM)EX(SUBSTR(CS.NRKR+l ) .  *:' ): COPOS7FQ 
WS=fUBSTRl  CS.MRKR41 .MCcl); 
..- ..--.. -.--. ..-- 
00BQ58C?d 
m m n n - m n n n ~  m-. OBOd64Qi3 
I F  BLNCDfYS)-=O QQOO600O 
THEN DO; PUT E O l T < * * t  THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSION HAS AN * I  I OQEO610t l  
* INCORRECT P A I R I N G  O F  PARENTHESES *S*.WS) OOOQ6200 
C S K I P l 2 )  .ArSKIP.A): OOQO63QO 
E RROR=2 ; 000064n0 
END; 0 0 ~ 0 6 9 0 0  
I F  COUNTlWS.*='B-=I 0 6 9 ~ 6 6 9 6  
THEN DO; PUT E D I T (  tt SYNTAX ERROR I N  THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSION * P O 0 0 6 7 4 0  ( 1 '  **'.WS) l S K I P ( 2 1 . A r S K I P . A ) ;  COOC6800 
E RROR=2 ; OOQO69QQ 
END: OO(Itl'TO00 
EN3 ; Q O Q 0 7 1 0 0  
ND: END INPUT;  @OOO72C?O 
* PROCESS: 
OP: PROC(CH) RETURNS(BIN F IXED>:  
..................................................................... 
8 PROCEDURE COMPARES THE INPUT CHARACTER CH W I T H  THE CHARACTERS * 
* + . - . * . / . = . ( . ) . a . i . X  * 
..................................................................... 
DCL CH CHAR(% ) . I .OC<lOf  CHAR(1)  EYT: 
DO 1 = 1  TO 10: 
I F  CH=OC(I ) THEN RETURN(1I  : 
EN>: 
RETORNtbl  : 
END CP: 
* PROCESS: ooaooiaa 
OPTMZE:  PROC(M+RHAX) :  00000266 /* P R O C E 3 U R E  E L I M I N A T E S  REDUNDANT O P E R A T I O N S  F R O M  T H E  R M A T R I X  */ 00000369 
D C L  0 0 0 0 0 4 1 4 0  
BFOC E N T R Y (  B I N  F I X E D )  f iETURNS(CHAR(  I S )  VAR ). Q 0 Q B 0 5 0 0  
(I .J.K.R.RMAX) 9 I N  F I X E O . I M P  B X T (  l l r M C * . * )  C H A R (  I S )  VAR. 8 0 0 0 0 6 Q f l  
I X ( 2 . 2 1  I N I T ( 2 . 3 . 3 . 2 1 :  6 0 4 b 6 7 0 Q  
L A :  R=O: I M P = ' O 9 B :  O Q 0 0 0 0 0 ( l  
L A B :  R=R+ l  ; I = R + I  : 00000906 
L B :  D O  W H I L E C I < = R W A X )  : W O W O ~ U O Q  
I F  M(R. l ) -=M( I  .I 1 T H E N  GO T O  LD: P O 0 9 l I O Q  
IF M(R.I)=*+*JM(R.I)=--*(M(R.~)=*** IM(R.II=*/* 0 0 0 0 1 2 Q 6  
THEN JMAX=2: E L S E  JMAX= l :  0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0  
DO J=I TC JMAX: cnno14no 
DO u=1 T O  2: O O O O l S O O  
IF M(R.u+I)-=M(I.IX(K+JH THEN GO TO LC: ooa01600 
E N D  : 60001700 
l M P = * I  '8: 0 6 Q O l B 6 0  
C A L L  R A 0 f I . U ) :  6 0 0 0 1 9 0 0  
G O  T O  LEG 00002004 
L C :  E N D  i 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 Q  
L D  : ? = I  +1 : 00002208 
LE: END: 00002300 
I F  RCRMAX-1 T W E N  GO T O  L A B :  60002400 
IC I M P  THEN G O  T O  L A :  00002500 /* */0000266@ 
RAD: PROC( I .J) : Q O O O ~ ~ P  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  00002000 
* PROCEDURE D E L E T E S  RCW I. AND R E P L A C E S  R F F E R E N C E S  T O  ROW I W I T H  * 000029n0 
* R O U  J I N  T H E  RECUUUENCP M A T R I X  * 00003000 
***********************+t**t+ft********************************************/00063100 
D C L  I .J.K.L.RCW B I N  F I X F D :  000032nB 
K=I +  : 00003300 
D O  WMlCE(U<=RWAX) : 00603400 
M( K - l . lB=MCK. l ) :  OOOO3SQO 
D O  L=2 T O  4: 00003600 
1F SU0STRCMCK.L)  .1.1 )-a=*? '  00603700 
T H E N  DO:  M(K- I .L )=M(K .L I :  GO T O  LF: END: 00003000 
ROW=SUBSTR(M(KrL ) .21 :  00003960 
I F  ROW=I  T H E N  ROW=J: E L S E  I F  R D W > l  TMEN ROWoROW-1: 00064000 
M ( K - l . L ) = * ? *  1 1  eFDC(ROW): 00004100 
LF : E N D  i 00004?00 
K=K+1: 00004300 
END : C 0 0 0 4 4 p O  
R M A X = R L A X - I  : O O O O ~ S ~ O  
E N D  RAD: 00004600~ 
E N D  OPTMZE : 00004700 
+ PROCESS: 08000100 
RMAT: PROC(CS.R.RNAX.KO) RECURSIVE:  00000204 
/ * * t + * * * * ~ * * * ~ * t + * t * * * * * * * * * t l * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * *  000003nO 
* FACTOR1 Z A T I  ON O F  T H E  D I F F F R E N T I A L  S Y S T E M  I N T O  C A N O N I C A L  FORM * 0 0 0 0 0 4 n Q  
* U S I N G  T H E  A L G O R I T H M  D E S C R I B E D  I N  'BOUNDED CONTEXT TRANSLATION' .  * OOOOnSfid 
* B Y  R. GRAHAP. A F l m - S J C C  V 25 (1964). P. 21 * 0 0 0 Q O 6 0 0  
*****0***O********************************************************** /  OOOOO'IQO 
DCL Q o o o o a n n  
OP E N T R Y f C H A R I 1 1 )  R E T U R N S ( B 1 N  F I X E D ) .  C O O 0 0 9 0 0  
BFDC E N T R Y (  B I N  F I X E D )  U E t U R N S ( C H A Q ( 1 5 )  VAR). 0 Q 0 0 1 0 n 0  
R E P L A C E  E N T R Y ( C H A R 1 * )  VAR.CHAR<*) VAR.CHARt*) V A R . B I T ( l I l r  0000110fi 
S F N L  E N T R Y f C H A R ( * )  V A R I  R E T U Q N S C B I N  F I X E D ) .  9(100120@ 
SPAN ENTRY(CHAR(  *) VAR.CHAR(* ) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR.CHARf* 1 VAR 3 : 00001360 
D C L  P ( l 1 )  B I N  F l X E D  S T A T I C  INIT(6.6.7.7.9r3+4.1.2.8.8). O O O Q l 4 0 0  
S( 5 0 0 1  C H A R ( l 5 )  VAR I N I T ( (  500) * ' ) .  L( 2 5 0 1  C H A R ( 1 5 )  VAR. @ O O O l S O d  
TYPE B I N  FIXEO.R(*.*) C H A R ( 1 S )  V A R - C S  CHAR(* 8 VAR. 00001 600 
WT C H A R ( 4 n O )  VAR.FN CHARC4)  VAR.FTBC(IO0.2) B I N  F I X E D  EXT. 0 0 ~ 0 1 7 n O  
WS C lHAR(4009  VARIQMAX B I N  F IXEO.DVRBL C H A R ( 4 )  VAR EXT:  0 n ~ c l l 8 0 0  
O C L  C S T ( 1 0 0 )  C H A R ( 2 5 1  VAR E X T . I C  E X T s K O  B I T < I ) . I E D  EXT. 00001900 
N!ST B I N  F I X F D  S T A T I C  I N I T ( i 3 > . D E B U G  B I T ( 1 )  E X T t N E Q  EXT. 00002000 
PMD C H A U C 3 6 I  VAD F X T :  0 6 " 0 2 1 0 0  
/ */ 000022n0 
KO= *I *B: Q O Q 0 2 3 0 0  
M S T = N E S T + l :  00002408 
I F  N E S T = l  G NEQ=l t OEeUG 0 0 0 Q 2 5 8 C  
THEN DO: 080 02646 
P U T  FAGE: 0 0 4 0 2 7 0 Q  
P U T  E D I T ( ' R N A T  ENTRY*. '  L E V E L  K T Y P E  (C. 0. V I E ) ' .  0 0 0 9 2 8 6 8  
' R O P * . * A < l  ) ' . ' A < 2 1 ' . * 1 ( 3 1 ' 3  < S K I P f 2 ) . A * S K r P ( l  ).A O O Q O 2 9 0 0  
X(33l .A.X(5 l .A.3 ( X ( l l ) . A ) I :  ~ 0 0 0 3 0 0 a  
E N 9  : 00003lb0 
00 I=1 TO L E N G T H ( C S B / 4 5 + 1 :  O Q 0 0 3 2 0 0  
PUT E O I T ( S U B S T R ( C S . I + ( I - ~ ~ * ~ S ~ W I N ( ~ S S L E N G ~ H ( C S ~ - ~ I - ~ ) * ~ ~ ) ~ ~  O O Q 0 3 3 0 0  





S t 1  )=SUBSTR(CS. l . I>  : 
TYPE=B: 
LC1 )=S(l) : 
L1: I F  Sf K t = * *  T H E N  C A L L  CHECK: 
I F  DEBUG THEN PUT EDIT1NEST.K.TYPE.S(Kl )  ( S K I P 1 3  F(4 ) .X(J ) .A) :  
I F  T Y P E < l  T H E N  GO T O  L 2 :  
I F  TYPE-u=6 T H E N  GO T O  LA: 
L 2 :  J=J+I; 
L( J ) = S f K )  : 
1-3: K=K+1 : 
I F  K > D I  M( S.1) 
T H E N  DO: P U T  E D I T ( * * *  OVERFLOW I N  S T A B L E  **' ) ( S K I P ( 2 I . A ) :  E O O O S 0 0 0  
KO='O*B; RETURN: 8 O O O S 1 0 0  
END: 0 0 0 0 3 2 9 0  
GO TO LI: 00005300 
LA: I F  P(OP(L(J-~II)<P<TYPE) THEN GO T O  LB: 000059(10 
RMAX=RMAX+I 3 00005500 
I F  L( +I)-='=* T H E N  GO T O  LAB:  0 0 0 0 5 6 0 0  
I F  L E N G T H t L t  J-2))  ~ E N G T H ( D V R B L )  1 S V B S T R I L (  J - 2 1 . 1 . L E N G M ( D V R B L I  1 e0005700 
-DVRBL T H E N  GO T O  L A A :  b0005800 
C ~ L L  S O A N ~ C I J - ~ ? . * ~ * . * ~ * ~ F N ~ ~  n n f i g s ~ ~ o  
R(RMAX. l )= '5 '  : OQQOt3000 
R c R H I X 1 2 ) = D V R B L ~ ( ' ( * ! I F ~ I ~ * ) ' :  Q O Q 0 6 1 0 0  
R iRMIX.3 ) 'LCJ) :  0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0  
R ( R M A x . ~ I = R ( R W A X . ~ ) :  00006300 
GO TO L A C :  00006400 
LA* :  I F  S U B S T R ( L t  J) . I . I I -= '? '  I SUBSTR(h(J).2)-=BFDC(RMAX-1) 0 0 0 0 6 5 0 Q  
THEN GO TO L A B :  00006600 
RMA X=RMAX-1 : 00006700 
R I R M I X . 4 ) = L (  J-21: 0 0 0 0 6 8 0 0  
GO TO L A C :  O Q F 0 6 9 0 0  
LAB: IF L(J-I)=-*** t INOEX(L~J ) . *~ * ) -=O  0 0 0 0 7 0 0 Q  
T H E N  DO; I F  C S T < S U B S T R ( L ( J ) . 2 1  2' T H E N  GO T O  L A Z :  0 0 0 0 7 1 0 Q  
R(RMAX.1 I=**' : 0 0 0 0 7 2 0 Q  
R(RMAX.P)=L(J-PI :  0 0 0 0 7 3 0 0  
R(RMAX.3)=L(J-2) :  0 0 0 0 7 4 r ) Q  
END; Q Q P 0 7 5 0 0  
E L S E  0 0 0 0 7 6 0 0  
L A Z :  DO: R(RMAX. l )=L(  J-1): 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 0  
R(RMAX.2)=L(J-21:  0 0 0 0 7 B Q O  
!?<4'lxi3?=L<.!?: S D C O Z ~ O  
E N D  : 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0  
I F  L( J-I)='=' 00008108 
T H E N  R(RMAX.4 )=R(RYAX.2): E L S E  R(RMAK.41=*?* (  ( B F D C ( R M A X I :  Q Q Q 0 8 2 0 8  
L A C :  I F  DEBUG THEN PUT EDIT(RMAX.(R(RMAX.Ml DO M=1 T O  4 ) )  8 0 0 Q 8 3 0 O  
( S K I P . X ( 6 Q )  . F ( 2 I r X ( l )  * A ( 2 ) . X ( 5 ) + 4  A ( 1 S ) V :  00008400 
J=J-2 : 0 0 0 0 8 5 0 0  
L<J)='?* 1 I B F O C I R M A X ) :  0 0 0 Q 8 6 0 Q  
GO TO LA:  0 0 0 0 8 7 0 0  
LB: 1F TYPE=7 T H E N  DO; L (J - l )=L (J I i  J=J-1: GO TO L3: END: OOOO88QQ 
I F  TYPE-=9 T H E N  GO TO L2: 08008900 
I F  K = 2  T H E N  C S = S ( 2 1 :  E L S E  C S = * ? ' I  ( W D C ( R M A X ) :  0 9 0 0 9 Q 8 0  
NEST=NEST- I  ; 00009108 
I* *I O 0 0 0 9 2 0 Q  
CHECK: PROC GEClJUSIVE: ( 0 0 0 0 9 3 0 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  000094flO 
* PROCEDURE SCANS A SEOUENCE OF CHARACTERS B E G I N N I N G  W I T H  MRKR TO * O Q Q 0 9 5 0 0  
* D E T E R M I N E  WHETHER T H E Y  S P E C I F Y  A CONSTANT. V A R I A B L E .  OR OPERATOR * 0 0 0 0 9 6 0 O  
****************li**************~*********************************~**I C O d O 9 7 0 0  
D C L  0 0 Q a 9 8 Q Q  
BLNCD ENTRY(  CHAR ( * )  VAR)  RETURNS( B I N  F IXED) .  
F L I P  B I T ( 1 ) .  CH C H A R ( l ) . S T R I N G  C H m < l S )  VAR I N I T C w ' B .  
BREAK6  EhTRY<CHAR( * )  VAR.CHAR<*) VAR.CHAR<*) VAR 1. 
BREAKF ENTRY (CHAR(*)  VAR.CHARC*) VAR.CHAR(*) VAR): /* 




I F  1-0 T H E N  GO T O  LG: 
I F  ( T Y P E = S I T Y P E = 6 I G 1 0 < 3  
THEN I F  VERIFY(SUtlSTR(CS.MRKR. I ).' r9123496789* )-.=0 
THEN GO TO LGA: E L S F  GO T O  LJ; 
I F  TYPE>BGTYPEa6GTYPF-=761Ch=6bIO-r=7 
THEN GO T C  LJ: 
I F  I O = 9  THEN DO: T Y P E r I O :  GO T O  NO: END: 
CH=SUBSTR(CS.WRKR.l): 
NOP=OP(CH) : 
I F  W P = 3  G I O = 3  T H F N  00: S ( K ) = S < K )  1 I CH: MRKR=MRKR+l: END: 
I F  L S N G T H ( S ( K ) ) = 2  THEN T Y P E  = l a :  E L S E  T Y P E  =IO:  
GO TO ND: 
LG :  I E  MRIFY(S (K) r *ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWCTZ?g) -=O T M N  GO TO 
- /* PROCESS A V A R I A B L E  */ 
LGA:  FLI P=*CIgB: TYPF=n: 1S=S<K) :  
LH: CH=SURSTR(CS.MRKR.i): 
hOP=CIP(CH); 
I F  NOP=0 THEN GO T O  L I :  
I F  NOP-=6 G NO-7 G -.FLIP T H E N  GO T O  L I A i  
I F  B L N C D ~ W S ~ ~ C H ) < Q  THEN GO TO L I A :  
F L I P = * l . B :  
LI: *s=ws I ICH:  
MRKR=MRKR+l: 
I F  -.FLIP 1 BLNCD(WS)-.=O THEN GO T O  LH: 
C A L L  S P A N ( ' ) ' ~ ! W S . ' ) ' . ' ( ' . W T P :  
I F  WT=DVRBL T H F N  
L I A :  DO: S(K)=WS: GO T O  ND: END: 
L rN=SFNL(WS)  : 
I F  LFN=O T H E N  GO T O  L I A i  
C A L L  BREAKF(WS.'<*.WT); 
C A L L  BREAKBCWSI*)*.WT): 
I F  VERIFV(WS.PMLI1 =O T H E N  GO T O  LIB: 
WS=*WTCMPh='( I W S (  (*I.: 
C A L L  RMAT(WS.R.RMAX.KO): 
IF-.KO THEN RETURN; 
R ( R W X . 4 ) = * ? .  I ( W O C ( R Y A X ) :  
1-10: C A L L  SFNC(LFN.WS.R.RMAX.S<K).FTBL.KOl: 
I F  -KO THEN RETURN: 
GO TO No: /* PROCESS A CONSTANT *I 
LJ: TYPE%-1: 00014886 
I F  I C = I O I I  00014900 
THEN DO; PUT E D I T (  *** OVERFLOW I N  CONSTANT T A B L E  *** 1 ( S K I P (  2J.A) ;(LBO150QQ 
K C s * O ' e :  RETUEN; 0 0 0 1 5 1 n Q  
END: O O O l S M O  
X C = I C + l :  80015300 
C S T ( I C ) = S ( K ) :  00015408 
L J A :  CH=SUBSTR(CS.MRKRrl b: 0 0 0 1 5 5 0 0  
I F  V E R I F Y  (CH. '-61 23456189ED*-• )-a* THEN GO TO LK; 00015600 
I F  f~C(=*+o!~~=v-*1LVERIFY(SUBSTR~CST~1C~.LENGTHCCST~ICJ#~l). 0 Q 0 1 5 7 0 0  
* E O * ) Y = O  THEN GO T O  LK: QOQIS~~Q 
IF (CH=*E * 1 CH=*O*) t V F R I F Y ( S T W I N G . * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ *  )SO 0 0 0 1 5 9 0 0  
WEN GO TO LC: ao016oao 
CST(IC)=CST(IC) IIcH: anolslna 
STRING=STRI  NG 1 ICH: O( rO16200 
MRUR=MPKR+l : O O ~ l d S O d  
GO TO L J A ;  C 0 0 1 € 4 0 0  
LK: I F  I C - - l  
THEN DO: I F  I E D = l  L INO€X(CST(IC).*.*)-.=O 
THEN 00: C A L L  +EPLACE(CST ( lC) . 'E* . *O* . *O*B) ;  
I F  INDEX(CST( IC I . 'O '  l=O 
THEN CST(IC)=CST(IC~I (*DO* :  
END: 
00 1=1 TO 1c-1: 
XF C S T ( I ) - = C S T ( I C )  T M N  GO TO L J B :  
S ( K ) = ' # ' (  IBFOC(1) ;  
I c=tc-1: 
RETURN: 
L J B :  END: 
EN": 
s r u ) = * r *  11  BFOC~ICI: 
RETURN; 
NO : E N 0  CHECK: 
END RMAT: 
* PROCESS: OOOOOIQQ 
SF*: PROt(LFN.WS rR.RMAX.S*FTBL.KO): 0 0 0 0 0 2 n O  
/******t*t*t*******~**********t+****t******+******~***L*****+t*****++ 00000300 
* PROCEDURE I N S E R T S  T U E  PROPER E N T R I E S  I N  T M  R 4 A T R I X  FOR A N  * Q 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
* ALLOWABLE F U N C T l O N  REFERENCE * 00000580 
****+*lt+**t+****t*****+******+*t*+*+*+**********+*S+******t*;*+****/ 00000600 
DCL e m c  ENTRICEIN FIXCOB RFTURNS<CHAR(~SI VAR).RMAX BIN FIXED. ~040070e  
R ( * . * )  CHAR1 *) VARIS CHAR(*)  VAR.WS CHAR(*)  VAR. QOOO(IBn0 
C L F N  C H A R ( l 5 1  VAR.FTBL(*.*) B 1 N  FIXED.KFMAX EXT.DEBUG B I T ( l 1  EXT.QOQOOW0 
K F L f  1111 1NITf1.2.3r4r4.4.7.7.7rlQ). O0OOlOQO 
K = U ( l P >  INIT(l.2.3+6~6.6.9.9~9~10~: 08001109 /* */ 00001260 
CLFN=BFDC ( L F N )  : O O 0 0 I M O  
D O  1=1 T O  UMAX: 00001400 
I F  R ( I . ~ ) - E * X '  I R(I .2) -*=CLFN 1 RC1.3)-.=WS O Q D O I S 0 0  
T H E N  GO T C  L A :  00001600 
E L S E  00: S = * 7 *  1 1  B F D C ( 1 ) :  RETURN: END: 0 0 0 0 1 7 n O  
L A :  EN>;  00001800 
DO K=KFL(  L F N )  T O  KFUCLFN) :  F O O O 1 9 0 0  
RMAX=RYAX+ 1 : 00002006 
I F  u=10 00002100 
T H E N  DO: R ( R M A X . I I = ' * t g  : OQO(12200 
R(RMAXr2)=WS;  00002304 
R ( R M A X I ~ ) = ' # ~ ~ :  (10002400 
GO TO LB:  0 0 0 0 2 5 Q O  
END: 00002600 
R l R M A X r l > = ' X Q :  O Q 0 0 2 7 0 O  
R( R M A X + 2 ) = B F D C ( K )  : 0 0 0 P 2 8 0 0  
R(RMAX.31=WS: 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 0  
LEI: R(RMAX.4)=*7*  I (  B F O C t R M A X ) ;  8 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  
I F  DEBUG 00003100 
T H E N  P U T  E D I T (  RMAX. (R(RYAX.M) 00 H a l  T O  41) ( S K I P .  X(6O).F(2) .  0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0  
X(1 )  . A ( 2 ) . X ( 5 1 * 4  A ( 1 5 ) 1 :  b Q 0 0 3 3 0 0  
I F  K=LFN T H E N  S = * ? *  1 1 ~ F O C ( R M A X )  : Q O O Q 3 4 n 9  
END : 0000350(! 
KSMAX=KFMAX+l : 00003600 
I F  KFMAX>DI  M(FTBL.1 )  Q O O O S ~ O  
THEN DO: PUT EDIT(.** OVERFLOW IN FUNCTION TABLE * * * I  000038na 
( S K I P ( 2 )  .A) : 6 0 0 0 3 9 Q O  
KO=*Q*B:  RETURN: 00004000 
END; 06004100 
FTBL(KFMAX.P)=RMAX: 00004200 
F T B L (  UFMAX.1 )=RMAX-KFU(LFN)+KFL(LFN)i 00004300 
END SFNC: 00904400 
* PROCESS: 
SFNL: PROC (US) RETURNSCBIN FIXED):  
I* PROCEDURE O E T E R M I K S  WHETHER US I S  
DC L 
YS CHAR(*) VAR-NF CX1.P CHAR(6) 
LsSUBSTR(WS.1 . INDEX(WS.'(*)- l  8 :  
DO 1=1 TO NF: DO J=I ra 2: 






AN ALLOWABLE PUNCTION */ 0 0 0  
n o 0  
VAR'.FN(10.2) CUAR(6) V&R En: 0 0 0  
QQQ 
0 0 4  




* PROCESS: 000001~0 
SIGMA:  PROC(STR1NG) R E C U R S I V E :  00000200 
I *  PROCEDURE CONSTRUCTS A FORTRAN D O  L O O P  F O R  A SJWMATION OPERATOR */ 00000300 
DCL oaoaooo~ 
B'DC E N T R Y t B I N  F I X E D )  fiFTUF'NS(CHAR( 15) VAR 1. (MBOOSOb 
BREAKF E N T R Y ( C H A R ( * )  VARaCHAR (1 ).CHAR(*) VA*  t r  0 0 0 9 0 6 8 Q  
CODE E N T R Y ( C H A R ( * I  V A R . B I T ( 1  1 . B I T ( l ) ) .  008007n4 
EXTRACT ENTRYICHAR(*) VAR.CHAR(*) vAu .cnAR(+  8 VAR): ooaaomo 
D C L  E X A  C H A R ( 4 0 0 )  VAR.NSGMA B I N  F I X E D  S T A T I C  EXT. ~ f J 0 0 9 0 0  
(STN.SMN) C H P R ( 5 )  V A R . E I S ( 3 )  CHAR(f!> VAR EXT.STRING C H A R ( * )  VAR: OQQQIOOQ 
/ * +/ o o o o i i n ~  
NSGMR=NSGYA+l : 0 0 0 Q l 2 ( r O  
SMN=BFDC(NSGMA): 00061 300 
STN=BFDC! 1000 +NSGNA) : 00001 M@ 
C A L L  BREAKF (STRING.  ' : ' .EX*): 0 0 0 0 1 S O 0  
C A L L  CCDE('SGMA*I (SUN( I *=O.O*.*Q*B.-Q*B):  O O O O l 6 B O  
CALL CODE('OO ~ISTN! ' ' 1  !EXA.'Q'B.*O*~I: 0000170t3 
C A L L  C O D E ( S T N ! I ' S G M A ' f  ~ S M N ! I ' = S C M A ' (  !SUN! ( * + ( * !  ISUBSTR~STR~NG.~. 00001800 
LENGTH(STRING)-1) ~ * ) * . ' ~ ' R . ' o ~ B ) :  OOOO19PP 
END SIGMA: (rQrJ@200Q 
* PROCESS: OOOQ618tl 
STINT: PROC: oooon2oa /* PROCEDURE I N I T I A L I Z E S  A L L  EXTERNAL B I T  AND CMAQACTER S T R I N G  VBLWS */OOQO030Q 
OCL( 0 0 0 0 0 4 Q O  
NF I N I T ( 1 0 ) .  ( IVRBL.DVRBL1 C n A R ( 4 )  VAR.EIS(3)  CHAR(8)  VAR. d O O Q O W 0  
O C ( I O 1  C H A R ( l I . F N f 1 3 . 2 )  C M A R I 6 3  VAR.SYSA BIT(11.PMD C H A R I 3 6 )  VAR Ol)@dO6On 
) EXT: o n Q 5 a T o a  /* */onssneaa 
S Y S A = * l  *Bi QQOQ0900 
PM>=*ABCDEFGMIJKLMNCPOUSTUVWXY21234567890*:  
...--.-.-.- -..--. -.--- 
0 0 0 0 1 0 e 6  
..I.=--- I -. V."OL=-. . i  0 0 0 O l l B t l  
E I S ( 1  I= *FOUATICN ' :  C I S ( 2 ) = * I N T F G R A L * :  E I S ( 3 ) = * S I G M A * :  0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0  
OC1 I)=*+*: OC1 21=*-0 :  O C I  3)=n8*: OC( 4 OC( 5 ) = * = * ;  
~ 0 0 0 1 3 * S  
OCI 6 ) = * ( * :  OC( ?)=*Ir: CC( U l = ' i * :  OC( 9 ) = . % * :  O C ( I O ) = * X * :  O O F Q 1 4 0 0  
F N (  1.1)= * E X P 9 :  F N t  1.2)- 'DEXP@; 00001 5 0 Q  
F N (  2 . l ) = * A L O G l O * :  F N (  2.2>='DLCG10*: 00001600 
F N t  3.11= 'ACOG*: F N (  3.2)= 'OLOQ*; 00001 7 0 Q  
F N 1  4.1)= ' S I N ' :  F N (  4 .231 'DS IN ' :  00001 EOd 
F N (  S e l l =  *COSw:  F N (  s . 2 l =  'DCOS*: 0t lOQ19OC 
FNC 6.l)= * T A N g :  F N 1  6.21= 'DTAN*: 013002000 
F N (  7.1)= * S I N H 0 :  F N 1  7.2)= * D S l N H * :  Q 0 0 0 2 1 0 0  
F N I  8.1l= *CCSH': F N 1  8.2)= *DCOSHg: O B n 0 2 2 0 Q  
FNC 9.1)= 'TANM*: F N 1  9.2)= 'DTANH*; O O P 0 2 3 0 0  
F N ( l D . I ) =  .SORT': F N f l a . 2 ) =  'DSORT': PQP924fiQ 
EEP STINT ;  a t t o a e m a  
* PROCESS: 00000100 
* B I N  F I X E D  NUMBER N I S  CONVERTED T O  CHARACTER S T R I N G  W I T H  4LL * 00000400 
* B L A N K S  R E S U L T I N G  F R U M  T H E  C O N V E R S I O N  OELETEO * 00000500 
..................................................................... 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
OCL O E L E T E  E N T R Y ( C n A R ( * )  VAR.CHAR(I ) ) .CS C H A R ( l 5 )  VAR: 
CS=CHAR(N) : 
C A L L  DELETECCS. '  ' ) :  
R E T U R N ( C S )  ; 






PROCESS: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  
B F T C  2 PROC( BF. I ED)  R E T U R N S ( C H A R ( S 0  1 VAR 1 : 00000200 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  00000300 
* B I N  F L O A T ( 5 3 )  NUMBER BF I S  CONVERTED T O  CHARACTER S T R I N G  W I T H  * 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
* A L L  B L A N K S  R E S U L T I N G  FROM T H E  C O N V E R S I O N  D E L E T E D  * 00000500 
................................................................... 00000600 
OCL 00000700 
D E L E T E  E N T R Y C C H A R t * )  V A R - C H A R (  1) ). 00 000800 
REPLACE E M R Y ( C H A R ( * )  VARsCHARC*)  VAR.CHARC*) V A R . B I T ( 1 ) ) .  00000900 
B F  B I N  F L O A T ( 5 3 ) v C H  C H A R ( 5 0 )  VARISF B I N  F L O A T ;  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  
I F  I E D = O  T H E N  DO; SF=BF: CH=SF: END; E L S E  CH=BF: 00001100 
C A L L  DELETE(CH. '  * ; 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0  
I F  I E O = l  T H E N  C A L L  REPLACE(CH. 'Ew . 'O ' . ' 0 ' 8 ) ;  00001300 
R E T U R N ( C H )  : 00001400 
E N 0  BFTC: 00001500 
* PROCESS: 00000100 
BLNCD: P R O C ( C S 1  R E T U R N S ( B 1 N  F I X E D ) :  00000200 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  00000300 
* T H E  O I F F E R E N C E  BETWEEN T H E  NUMBER O F  R I G H T  A N 0  L E F T  PARENTHESES * 00000400 
* I N  THE CHARACTER S T R I N G  C S  I S  RETURNED f 00000500 
* * * t * * * * * * L S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  00000600 
D C L  C S  C H A R ( * )  VAR. C C H A R C I )  VAR. ( I L * I R )  I N I T ( 0 ) .  I: 00000700 
O a  1=1 T O  LENGTHCCS) :  0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0  
C=SUBSTR(CS. I  .I ) : 00000900 
I F  C = * ( *  T H E N  IL=IL+l :  00001000 
I F  C = * ) l  T H E N  I R = I R + l :  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  
END : 00001200 
RETURN ( I L - I R )  : 00001300 
E N D  BLNCD: 00001400 
f PROCESS: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  
BREAKB: PROC(CS.CrBS) : 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0  
* THE CHARACTER S T R I N G  TO THE R I G H T  OF T H E  CHARACTER V A R I A B L E  C I N  * 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
* THE CHAQACTER S T R I N G  C S  I S  PLACED I N  T H E  CHARACTER S T R I N G  B S  * 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0  
* C I I B S  I S  DELETED FROM CS * 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0  
* EXAMPLE: C S  = 'ABCDE'  * 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  
* C A L L  BREAKB(CS. 'CW.BS) * 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0  
* GENERATES C S  = 'AB'.  B S  = ODE' * 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0  
..................................................................... 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  
D C L  CS CHAR(* )  VAR. C CHAR(1 ) .  BS CHAR( * )  V A R s I X :  0 0 0 0 1  1 0 0  
Bs=.  . : 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0  
DO I = L E N G T H ( C S )  TO I B Y  -1: 0 0 0 0 1  300 .  
I F  SUBSTR(CS.1 .I)-m=C THEN GO TO L A :  0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0  
I F  I + l < L E N G T H ( C S )  THEN BS=SUBSTR(CS. I+ l ) :  0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0  
I F  I >1  THEN CS=SUBSTR(CS. l . I -1 ) :  E L S F  CS-"; 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0  
GO TO L B :  0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0  
L A :  END: OOOOlBOO 
L B :  E N 0  BREAKB:  0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0  
* PROCESS: 
BREAKF: P R O C ( C S r C * B S )  : 
..................................................................... 
* THE CHARACTER S T R I N G  TO THE L E F T  OF T H E  CHARACTER V A R I A B L E  C I N  * 
+ THE CHARACTER S T R I N G  CS I S  PLACED I N  T H E  CHARACTER S T R I N G  B S  * 
* B S  I I C I S  DELETED FROM CS * 
* EXAMPLE:  C S  = 'ABCDE*  * 
* C A L L  BREAKF(CS.*C '  .BS) t 
* GENERATES CS = ' D E * .  B S  = * A B '  * 
..................................................................... 
D C L  C S  CHAR( * )  VAR. C C H A R ( 1 ) .  BS C H A R ( * )  VAR.IX: 
BS=*  V ;  
IX= INOEX(CS.C) -1 :  
I F  I X = - I  THEN RETURN: 
I F  I X < 1  THEN GO TO L A ;  
BS=SUBSTR(CS . l . IX ) :  
L A :  I F  IX+Z<=LENGTH(CS)  THEN CS=SURSTR(CS. IX+2) :  E L S E  CS=": 
L B :  END BREAKF:  
* PROCESS: 
COUNT: PROC(CS.C) RETURNS(B1N F I X E D ) :  
..................................................................... 
* THE NUMBER O F  T I M E S  THE CHARACTER S T R I N G  C APPEARS I N  THE * 
* CHARACTER STRING C S  I S  RETURNED f 
..................................................................... 
DCL CS CHAR(* )  VAR. C CHAR(* )  VAR.(MRKR.IC) I N I T ( 0 ) ;  
L A :  IXC=  INDEX(SUBSTR(CS.MRKR+I).C): 
MRKR=MRKR+ I XC : 
I F  IXC-=O THEN I C = I C + 1 :  
I F  IXC=O I MRKR=LENGTH(CS) THEN RETURN( I C ) :  
GO TO LA: 
END COUNT: 
* PROCESS: 
DELETE: PROCCCS .C) : 
..................................................................... 
* EXAMPLE: C S  = 'ABCDE* CS = * A * * B C D * W E *  * 
C A L L  DELETE(CS.*C'  C A L L  O E L E T E ( C S . * * " )  L 
* GENERATES C S  = 'ABDE' CS = * A E *  f 
..................................................................... 
.DCL  C C H A R f I ) .  CS CHAR(*)  VAR. I I N I T ( 2 ) .  
F L I P  B I N  F I X E D  I N I T ( l ) . S Y M  C H A R ( 1 I  I N I T ( " "  I; 
cs-' ' I I CS I I ' *:  
I F  C-SYM THEN GO TO LH;  
DO WHILE( I <LENGTH(CS)) : 
I F  SUBSTR(CS.I . I )=C 
THEN CS=SUBSTR(CS.l. I-1) 1 )  S U R S T R ( C S . I + l l :  
ELSE I=I+l: 
END; 
GO TO L I A :  
LH :  DO W H I L E ( I < L E N G T H ( C S l  l : 
I F  SUBSTR(CS.1 .I )=SYM 
THEN DO: F L I P = - F L I P :  GO TO LHA: END: 
I F  F L I P C O  THEN 
LHA : DO: CS=SUBSTR(CS. l r I - 1 )  1 )  SUBSTR(CS.1411: GO TO LI:  END: 
ELSE I=I+I: 
L I :  END: 
L I A :  CS=SUBSTR(CSv2.LENGTH(CSI -2) :  
END DELETE 8 
* PROCESS; 
L I E F :  P R O C ( C S * I E D ) i  
..................................................................... 
* I F  I E D  = 0 A L L  O W B L E  P R E C I S I O N  FORTRAN L I B R A P Y  F U N C T I O N S  I N  T H E  
* CHARACTER S T R I N G  C S  ARE REPLACED W I T H  S I N G L E  P R E C I S I D N  F U N C T I O N S  * 
* AND V I C E  VERSA I F  XED = 1 * 
..................................................................... 
D C L  XED. C S  CHAR(  *) VAR.NF I N I T ( 2 5 ) .  
R E P L A C E  E N T R Y ( C H A R I * )  VARlCHAR(*J VAR.CHAR(*)  V A R . B I T ( l 1 ) :  
D C L  F N ( 2 5 . 2 1  C H A R ( 6 )  VAR I N I T (  
'EXP ' .  * D E X P g .  * A L D G 1 O g .  ' D L O G I O o .  ' f 4 R S I N 9 .  'DARSXN'. 
'ARCOS* .  *DARCOS' .  'ATAN' .  'OATAN* .  ' A T A N L ' .  ' D A T A N Z * .  
' S I N * .  ' D S I N * .  ' ~ 0 5 ' .  'OCOS'. ' T A N ' .  'DTAN'. 
'COTAN*. *DCOTAN*. 'SORT'. 9 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ' .  *TANH*.  *DTANH'. 
' S I N H * .  @ D S I N H * .  'CDSH' .  'OCOSH'r  ' E R F * .  * O E F F * .  
* E R F C * .  *DERFC1. 'GAMMA'. 'DGAMMA'. 'ALGAMA' .  'DLGAMA'. 
-AVODO. *OMOD'. 'ABS' .  'DABS'.  ' A M A X I ' .  'DMAX1'. 
* A M I N l * .  * O M I N 1  *. ' F L O A T ' I  'DFLOAT ' .  ' S I G N ' .  ' D S I G N ' .  
'ALDG' .  'DLDG'  ) : 
DO 1=1 T O  NF: 
C A L L  REPLACE(CS.FN(I.2-IED)*FN(It 1 C I E D ) ~ ' l ' B ) :  
END: 
E N D  L I B F :  
* PROCESS; 00000100 
REPLACE:  PROC(CS.SA.SB.OP): 00000200 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  00000300 
* A L L  APPEARANCES OF THE S T R I N G  S A  I N  T H E  CHAPACTER S T R I N G  CS ARE * 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
* R E P L A C E D  W I T H  T H E  S T R I N G  S B  I F  T H E  B I T ( 1 )  V A R I A B L E  OP = '0 '8  * 00000500 
* I F  OP = * l a B  ONLY THOSE OCCURENCES O F  S A  BOUNDED ON T H E  R I G H T  B Y  * 00000600 
* THE N U L L  CHARACTER OR + - / * I (  ARE R E P L A C E D  W I T H  S B  * 00000700 
* EXAMPLE: CS = ' A + B A 0  * OOOOOBOO 
* C A L L  REPLACE(CS.*A'.'Z*.'0'6I * 00000900 
* GENERATES CS = ' Z + B Z 0  * OOOOlOOO 
* W H I L E  C A L L  REPLACE(CS.*A*.'Z'.*l'B) * O O O O l l O O  
* GENERATES cs = *Z+BA'  * O O O O ~ ~ O O  
* R E S T R I C T I O N :  THE CHARACTER % MAY NOT APPEAR I N  CS. SA. OR S B  * 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0  
* * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  00001400 
OCL 00001500 
CHECK E N T R Y t B I N  F I X E D )  R E T U R N S ( B I T ( 1 ) ) .  0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0  
V E R I F Y  E N T R Y c C H A R t * )  VAR.CHAF(*) V A R )  R E T U R N S ( B 1 N  F I X E D ) .  0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0  
(CS.SA.SB) C H A R ( * )  VAR.OP B I T ( I ) . O R  B I T ( 1 )  I N I T ( ' O ' 8 ) :  0 0 0 0 1 8 0 0  /* * /  0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0  
L S A = L E N G T H ( S A ) :  0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0  
L A  : MRKSA=INDEX(CS.SA)  i 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0  
I F  MRKSA=O T H E N  GO T O  La: 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0  
I F  -,OR T H E N  DO: C S = *  * 1 I C S ]  1 * 1 :  MRKSA=MRKSA+I :  END: 00002300 
Q R = * 1  ' 8 :  0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0  
CS=SUBSTR(CS. l  .MRKSA-1 1 I I ' X '  I I SUBSTRCCS.MRKSA+LSA); 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0  
GO T O  L A ;  0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0  
L B :  I F  -OR T H E N  RETURN; 0 0 0 0 2 7 0 0  
MRKSA=INOEX(CSI 'X* )  ; 00002800 
I F  MRKSA=O T H E N  GO TO L C :  0 0 0 0 2 9 0 0  
I F  TOP I CHECK(MRKSA1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  
THEN CS=SUBSTR(CS. I  .MRKSA-1 ) I I S B  I I S U B S T R ( C S * M R K S A + l  ); 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0  
E L S E  C S = S U B S T R < C S . l r M R K S A - 1 )  1 )  S A  1 )  S U B S T R I C S P M R K S A + I ) :  00003200 
GO T O  LB:  0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0  
L C  : CS=SUBSTR(CS,2.LENCTH(CSI-2) ; 00003400 /* */ 0 0 0 0 3 5 0 0  
CHECK: P R O C ( 1 X )  R E T U R N S ( B I T ( 1 ) ) ;  0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0  
D C L  I X  B I N  F I X E D . ( I L I I R )  B I N  F I X E D  I N T  I N I T ( 0 ) ;  0 0 0 0 3 7 0 0  
I F  I X - 1 > 0  THEN IL=VERIFY(SUBSTR(CS*IX-1.1) , * = ( + - * / I *  1; 0 0 0 0 3 8 0 0  
I F  I X + l < = L E N G T H ( C S )  0 0 0 0 3 9 0 0  
THEN XR=VERIFY(SUBSTR(CS.IX+l.l). * = ( + - * / ) a  ): 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0  
R E T U R N ( I L + I R = O I ;  0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0  
E N D  CHECK: 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0  




* T H E  CHARACTER S T R I N G  IN CS SPANNED BY S A  AND S B  I S  RETURNED IN SC* 
* EXAMPLE:  C S  'ABCDEF '  * 
* C A L L  S P A N I C S + ' A B * . * F 9 . S C )  
* GENERATES S C  = ' C D E *  rL 
..................................................................... 
D C L  (CS.SA.SB.SC) C H A R ( * )  VAR: 
---.  . 
=I.- - - . 
ISTART=INDEX(CS.SA)+LENGTH(SA 1 : 
IsTOP=INDEX(SUBSTR(CS.ISTART) v S B ) :  
I F  I S T A R T > O L I S T O P > I  T H E N  SC=SUBSTR(CS.  I S T A R T .  I S T O P - 1  ) : 
END SPAN: 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 .  
* PROCESS: 00000100 
TR I t 4  : PROC ( S T R I N G )  : 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0  /* A L L  T R A I L I N G  B L A h K S  ARE D E L E T E D  FROM T H E  S T R I N G  CS * /  0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0  
D C L  S T R I N G  C H A R ( * )  VAR; 00000400 
DO I = L E N G T H ( S T R I N G )  T O  1 RY -1 W H I L E  ( S U B S T R ( S T R I N G . I . l ) = '  * 1 : 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0  
END; 00000600 
I F  1=0 T H E N  STRING=" :  E L S E  STRING=SUBSTR(STRING.I . I ) :  0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0  
END T R I M :  OOOOOROO 
APPENDIX B 
S U B R O U T I N E  T A Y L O R  ( T I  . Y I  .TF.YF.NCF1NE0*INIT~EPSsRANGE1 
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8  (A-H.0-Z)  
COMMON /COUNT/ K E V . K I S . I E R  
CCHHON /PAR/  H M I N  
R E A L * 8  Y I ( N C F . l ) . Y F ( N C F . l )  
L O G I C A L * 4  I N I T  
I F  ( . N O T . I N I T )  GO T O  I 1  
C*** *  I N I T I A L 1  Z A T I O N  
I E R  = 0 
K E V  = 0 
K I S  = 0 
N C L  = NCF - 1 
E X  = 1 .DO/NCL 
N E O l  = NEO + 1 
CR = D S I G N ( 1  .OO.RANGE) 
C A L L  I N I T A L i  T I  .YF.NCFI 
C A L L  COEFF ( Y F - N C F )  
DO 18 K = 1.NEQ 
D O 1 8  J = l . N C F  
18 Y I ( J * K >  = YF(J'.K) 
C**** COMPUTE P(H) 
11 R = 0.00 
DO 1 0  K = 1.NEO 
R J  = Y I ( N C F . K )  
'IF (YI ( l .K9.NE.O.OO) RJ  = R J / Y I ( l . K )  
10 R = D M A X l ( R . O A B S ( R J ) )  
C*+** COMPUTE H 
IF CR.NE.O.00) G O  T O  23 
H = RANGE 
GO T O  24 
23 H = C R * ( E P S / R ) * * E X  
24 I F  (DARS(H) .GT.HMIN)  GO T O  i f  
C****  ERROR: H TOO S M A L L  
I E R  = - 2 
RETURN 
C****.  T A K E  A S T E P  
17 DO 12 K = 1.NEO 
12 Y F ( 1 . K )  = Y I ( N C L . K I  
D O  13 JJ = 2.KL 
J = N C F  - JJ 
DO 13 K = I r N E Q  
13 Y F ( 1 . K )  = Y I (  J.K) + H * Y F ( l . K )  
T F  = T I  + t i  
Y F (  1 . N E Q l )  = TF 
C A L L  COEFF(YF.NCF)  
K E V  = K E V  + 1 
RANGE = RANGE - H 
K I S  E K I S  + 1 
R E T U R N  
END 
S U B R O U T I N E  I N T E R P  ( T I  . Y l  rNCF.NEQ.TW.W) 
I M P L I C I T  R E A L 8 8  (A-M.0-Z) 
k E A L t 8  Y I ( N t F , l ) , W ( 1 )  
H = TW - T I  
N C L  = NCF - 1 
D O 2 1  K = l . N E Q  
21 W(K) = Y I ( N C L . K )  
DO 22 JJ = 2 r N C L  
J = N C F  - JJ 
DO 22 K = 1.NEO 
22 W ( K )  = Y I ( J . K I  + H * W ( K )  
R E T U R N  
END 
SUBROUTINE ZERO(T.F.AvTZ.5.C.N) 
I MPLI  C I T  REAL*8( A-H.0-2) 
D IMENSION A(N) .B(N) .C(N.N)  
C ( I . I ) = A ( l )  
YP=-F 
B ~ 1 ) = 1 . 0 O / C ( l ~ I )  
TZ=T+Bt 1) *YP 
DO 5 0 0  KZ2.N 
C ( K , l ) = A ( K )  
00 3 0 0  Jx2.K 
C(K.J)=O.OO 
IMAX=K-J+l  
DO 300 I = l . I M A X  
3 0 0  C ( K . J ) = C l K r J ) + C ( K - I . J - l ) * * ( I )  
B(K)=O.ODO 
IMAX=K-1 
DO 4 0 0  1 = 1  . INAX 
4 0 0  B ( K l = B ( K l + C ( K . I ) * 8 ( 1 )  
B(K)=-B(K) /C(K.K)  
YP=YP* (-F) 
TZ=TZ+B( K )  *YP 




In the following compilation of the recurrence coeffi- 
cients for commonly used non-rational functions, it is 
th assumed that the k- Taylor coefficients for the function 
th A(t) are known and the k- coefficient (k>l) - for B=f (A) is 
sought. 
For each function, the functional relationship is listed 
first, followed by the defining differential equation and 
finally by the Taylor coefficients. Many functions such as 
sin, cos, tan are derived from a coupled differential 
system and consequently are listed together. The symbol ' 
denotes differentiation with respect to the independent 
variable t . 
B = exp (A) 
B = log, (A) , ao>O 
B = logl0 (A) , ao>O 
B' = aA'/A , a = log(e )  
a B = A  , a r e a l ,  ao>O 
k-l 
B = s i n  (A), C = cos (A), D = t an  (A), co40 
B = sinh ( A ) ,  C  = cosh ( A ) ,  D = t a n h  (A) t coSO 
B '  = CAB, C 1  = B A ' ,  D = B/C 
T h e  T a y l o r  coeff ic ients  f o r  t h e  operat ions +, -, *, / are 
also included.  
C = A + B  
ck = ak + bk 
RMAT ENTRY 
LEVEL K TYPE 
3 * T T 
4 * # 4  ?3 
5 + ? 2  ? 4 
6 $ Y ( 1 )  ?5 
RECURRENCE MATRIX 
1 $ Y ( 2 )  # 2  
2 * y ( 1 )  y (1) 
3 * T T 
4 * # 4 ?3 
5 + ? 2  ?4  
6 $ Y ( 1 )  15 
OPTIMIZED RECURRENCE MATRIX 
1 $ Y ( 2 )  # 2 
2 * Y ( 1 )  y ( 1 )  
3 * T T 
4 * #4  ? 3 
5 + ? 2 ? 4 
6 $ Y ( 1 )  ?5 
CONSTANT TABLE 
# 1=0.5DO # 2=1.ODO 
DMAT ENTRY 1, 2 ,  3 ,  4, 5 ,  6 
D MATRIX 
1, 1 -1 1, 2 -1 1, 3 -1 1, 4 -1 1, 5 -1 1, 6 -1 2, 1 -1 2 ,  2 -1 
2 ,  3 -1 2 ,  4 -1 2 ,  5 -1 2, 6 0 3 ,  1 -1 3 ,  2 -1 3 ,  3 , 4 - 1  
3 ,  5 -1 3, 6 -1 4 ,  1 -1 4 ,  2 -1 4 ,  3 1 4 ,  4 -1 4 ,  5 -1 4 ,  6 -1 
5, 1 - 1  5 ,  2 1 5, 3 1 5 ,  4 1 5 ,  5 -1 5 ,  6 0 6 ,  1 -1 6 ,  2 1 
6 , 3  1 6 , 4  1 6 , s  1 6 , 6  0 
CORRGSPONDENCE BETWEEN RECURRENCE MATRIX ROWS AND THE Y ARRAY 
